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This document describes ClasserScript Version 1.1 , a script-based interface to Classer 
(CLASSifier simulation managER). Classer is a modular set of software tools for 
encapsulating classifier implementations, handling data set management and collecting 
test results. Layered on top of ARTMAP neural network classifier implementations, the 
Classer toolkit lets the user define classifier models, apply them to process data sets, and 
automate output data collection and parameter space exploration. More concretely, 
ClasserScript is a miniature language for defining views of data, classifier models, and 
iterative combinations of the two to generate a variety of output metrics. 
In addition to classifier simulation management, version 1.1 offers a set of tools 
implementing the ARTMAP Fusion System for rule discovery, a process for extracting 
knowledge from a data set in the form of rules relating data classes to each other. 
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1 Introduction 
This document describes C/osserScript Version 1.1, a script-based interf~1ce to Closser (CLASSifier 
simulation managER). Closser is a modular set of software tools for encapsulating classifier 
implementations, handling data set management and collecting test results. Layered on top of 
classifier implementations, the Closser toolkit lets the user define classifier models, apply them to 
process data sets, and automate output data collection and parameter space exploration. 
More concretely, C/osserScript is a miniature language for defining views of data, classifier 
models, and iterative combinations of the two to generate a variety of output metrics. The parser 
csd, short for C/asserScript driver, reads C/osserScript, either from the command line or from a 
file. The csd software is implemented in C++ and is currently available as a Windows binary 
program. It is provided for research or educational purposes on an 'as is' basis. 
1.1 Software Component Overview 
Closser is the cornerstone of a series of projects, of which C!asserScript is the most advanced at 
the moment. This section provides an overview of this set of related projects. 
1.1.1 Classer 
C!asser is a set of C-1--1- classes representing the components of a supervised learning experiment. 
The Closser toolkit provides a t!-amcwork for training and testing classif1er models with arbitrary 
data sets, as well as: 
• Training I testing I classification operators applied to classifier models 
o Operations work with whole data sets, or parts of them defined via views or 
vie1vsets 
o Cross-validation mode is available to maximize data set usc 
• Iteration of simulations while varying: 
o Classifier model parameters 
o Classifier models 
o Selection of input features 
• Reporting of iterated simulation results in series or tab lc format, including: 
o Memory required. 
o Time required (for testing, training, or classification). 
o Percent of samples classified correctly. 
o Confusion matrices showing a class-by-class breakdown of predicted vs. actual 
label. 
o Prediction plots in the unit plane. 
o Classiflcr-specific outputs. 
o Files of predictions for each data entry. 
In the initial implementation of Closser, these classes arc wrapped around implementations of a set 
of ARTMAP neural network models, ranging from fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter, Grossberg, 
Markuzon, Reynolds and Rosen, 1992) to the more recent default ARTMAP (Carpenter, 2003) and 
and distributed ARTMAP (Carpenter, Milenova and Noeskc, 1998) models. 
1.1.2 ClasserScript 
C/asserScript is the first of a series of projects layered on top of the C!asser toolkit, and is being 
released as an introduction to the C!asser project. C/asserScript has been used in-house over a year 
in the technology laboratory in the department of Cognitive and Neural Systems at Boston 
University for supporting research into applied neural networks. No upgrades of C!asserScript are 
planned, however, beyond the C!asserKD release (section 1.1.3.1 ). Rather than continuing to 
develop a script interface, we plan to leverage MATLAB as a fl·amcwork for further C!asser 
development (section 1.1.3.4). 
1.1.3 Related Projects 
1.1.3. 1 ClassetKD 
'fhis addendum to C/asserScript provides tools for implementing the "knowledge discovery" (KD) 
model, described in Carpenter, Martens & Ogas (2005). This research describes a novel approach 
to sensor fusion: several sets of labels related to a data set of interest are combined during classifier 
training; the classifier then produces distributed predictions, i.e. a probability distribution of the 
class predicted for each sample; from these the new tools automatically infer relationships between 
labels, yielding a single hierarchy of labels reconciling independently collected label sets. This 
model makes usc of the filtering and rule extraction tools described in Section 2.7, which have 
been incorporated into C!asserScript as of version I. I. 
1.1.3.2 Classer2D 
C!asser2D is a java apple! intended as a web-based educational demo. It provides a glimpse of 
C!asser's capabilities, restricted to a toy example of two dimensions (x andy) and three classes. 
The user can enter training samples by clicking on a canvas, which displays a decision surf~ree 
updated in real-time to show the effects of training. In addition, the user can visualize in real-time 
the results of adjusting model parameters. 
1.1.3.3 Classe!UI 
A graphical user interhrce is planned f(x C!asser, both to simplify interaction with the toolkit, and 
as a testbed for applying research into data visualization. Where C!asser2D gives access to a 
limited range of Closser's functionality, C!asserUI will be an interactive, visual interface to the 
fl!ll Closser toolkit, intended to make the data and transformations applied to it as transparent as 
possible. 
1.1.3.4 Glasser I MA TLAB Integration 
The goal of the C!asser project has been to simplify work with classifiers and related systems. 
Development of C!asserScript as an interface language, however, has drawn the project into the 
unintended direction of focusing on language development issues. In order to redirect the project 
back to its original intent, we plan to integrate C!asser as a modular toolkit withing MATLAB's 
Simulink framework, allowing us to leverage MATLAB's interface and pre- and post-processing 
capabilities. This approach should simplify project maintenance, while offering a ready-made 
Jl-amework for extensibility. 
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1.1.4 Technical Details 
Closser and C!asserScript are implemented in C++, compiled in Microsoft's Visual C++ 
development enviroment, .NET edition. No Microsoft-specific C++ extensions have been used, 
however, and initial development used the GNU project's gee compiler, so in principle the code 
could be redeployed in a different operating systems without much effort. 
'fhe executable program for parsing ClasserScript is called csd (CiasserScript driver), and is 
provided as a command-line driven executable running under Microsoft Windows. It has only been 
tested on Windows XP, but should in principle run in other versions of Windows. 
1.1.5 Intended Audience 
This document is intended for someone looking to apply classifier or neural network models to a 
data set of interest to them, for either research or educational purposes. Please also note disclaimer 
(Section 4). 
This document assumes a basic knowledge of supervised learning theory, and of terminology such 
as samples, feature dimensions, labels, ground truth, etc. Also, while not essential, an awareness of 
the ARTMAP family of neural networks is useful, as the first version of Closser is wrapped around 
a set of implementations of ARTMAP neural network models. 
1.2 Language Overview 
This section provides an overview of ClasserScript's organization. We go into much more detail in 
Section 2, which provides the main syntax reference for the language. Section 2. 7 discusses a 
series of case studies applying C!asserScript to real data sets. F'inally, Appendix B provides a 
condensed reference to the syntax of C!asserScript. 
1.2.1 Data Sets, Views and ViewSets 
At the most basic level, using Classer involves applying classifiers to process data samples. These 
samples can be loaded as text-based or binary data sets, describing each sample as a vector of 
feature values, possibly paired with a label identifying it as belonging to a particular class. In the 
remote sensing context, the samples that arc labeled arc referred to as 'ground truth' samples. 
C!asserScript can use data sets directly, or for more advanced applications, view and vicwset 
objects are defined, providing capabilities for arbitrary subsets and orderings of the data, 
automated permutation, and built-in support for cross-validation. 
1.2.2 Classifiers and Models 
At the core of C!asser arc classifier model implementations (currently ibur versions of the 
ARTMAP neural network classifier). 'fhesc models work with one sample at a time, learning 
during training to associate a feature vector with a label, and during testing or classification to 
predict the label for a feature vector. C!asserScript moves the user's point of view from processing 
a sample at a time to processing sets of views of the data at a time. C!asserScript provides a variety 
of: 
• Ways to specify the data on which to operate, 
• Ways to operate on the data, or classifier operations, 
• Ways of collating and presenting outputs. 
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If required, C!asser maintains several internal copies of the model implementations, to support 
both voting and cross-validation. With voting, each copy evaluates a sample with a different point 
of view and they all vote as to what the label should be. With cross-validation the data set is 
broken into N pieces, and each is assigned to a copy of the classifier to serve as its test set. !fused 
in combination, voting and cross-validation yield a large number of internal copies of the classifier 
(25 == 5 x 5 is a typical number), each managing their own internal representations. 
1.2.3 Iteration and OutputConti·ol --> Feature/Parameter Space Explorations 
The real power of C!asser comes fl·om its ability to iterate blocks of classifier operations, e.g., 
training and testing, simplifying the exploration of parameter and feature spaces. C/asserScript 
offers one or two dimensional iteration. 
Each iteration can yield a large number of output metrics. The format in which they are displayed 
depends on the degree of iteration: 
• Zero-dimensional (not iterated)- Outputs shown as a list 
• One-dimensional (Foreach loop)···· Outputs shown as a table 
• Two-dimensional (Foreach2D loop)- Outputs shown as sets of tables. 
The contents of these tables arc then easily turned into a variety of graphs for visualizing how a 
particular metric varies over a I D or 2D parameter or feature space. 
1.2.4 Rule Discovery 
Once a classifler has generated a set of(distributed) predictions, filtering/rule extraction tools arc 
available for processing the outputs, and extracting a set of rules describing relationships between 
the output classes. Confidence values arc associated with each such rule, and the rules arc 
structured into a hierarchy. This process can be used in situations where several different sets of 
ground truth labels describing part of a data set arc available. For example, the ways in which the 
difTcrcnt sets of labels relate to each other may be unclear; by using the classifier to integrate the 
information f\·om the different sets of labels, and then applying the rule discovery tools, a coherent 
fi·amcwork is obtained, showing how all the labels arc related. 
2 C/asserScript Basics -Writing Scripts 
2.1.1 Running the Script 
Closser Script may be used either interactively or by submitting a script for processing. In either 
case, the executable that is invoked is called csd (Closser Script Driver), and is called from the 
command-line as follows: 
C: \> csd -i (interactive session) 
or 
C:\> csd -s <scriptFile> (script-driven session) 
An interactive session runs until the 'quit' command is entered. A script-driven session runs until 
all commands have been processed. 
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A file name may optionally be provided following a '-o' flag, in which case all system outputs 
will be echoed to the file. This can be useful both for collecting outputs for further processing, and 
for removing the 'heartbeat output' described in section 2.3. I. 
Typing csd -h yields the following output describing the command-line syntax: 
Usage: 
Where 
- h 
- i 
- s 
csd [ -h 1-i 1-s <scriptFileName> 1-o <outputFileName> 1-v] 
the command line flags are interpreted as follows: 
Prints this message 
rl'urns on interactive mode 
Used to specify the name of a Classer script 
- 0 Used to specify the name of a file to which all output is logged 
- v Prints the version of the Classer executable 
2.2 A Simple Example 
The following script introduces C/asserScript: 
data d =load CIS\datalk.txt 
classifier c Artmap d 
c set model fuzzy rhobar 0.99 
c output predPgm cis._p.i.c. ppm 
c train d 
The first line defines a data set d, loading 
the 1000 sample "circle-in-the-square" data 
set (described in appendix A. I, page 47). 
The script then defines a classifier object c, 
based on a fuzzy ARTMAP model, with its 
vigilance parameter rhobar set to 0.99. 
Finally, a graphical output 'predPgm' is 
requested, and the classifier is trained with 
all the samples in the data set. It then 
generates the requested output figure, by 
generalizing the training data to every 
point in a 200 x 200 square, yielding the 
output shown in Error! Reference source 
not found .. 
2.3 Miscellaneous Commands 
Figure 1: Simple applied classification 
This section lists general-purpose commands that don't depend on the existence of a defined data 
set. Script commands may be upper- or lower-case (case is ignored), and no more than one 
command per line is allowed. For more on syntax and file types, sec Appendix BA. 
Import <fName> 
Quit 
Includes the contents of the named ClasserScript file. Used to modularizc pieces of scripts 
that arc used repeatedly. 
Terminates an interactive session. Can also be used to exit a script before the end. 
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Verbose <int level = 0> 
Sets the verbosity level, which determines the amount of logging generated during the 
course of a simulation. When it's not clear if a simulation is proceeding as expected, 
gradually turning up the verbosity level and examining the outvut can help confirm what is 
happening. Verbosity level option are: 
• 0- No logging besides requested outputs. 
• 1 -The processing of script commands is echoed 
• 2 -Simulations are logged at the data set level 
• 3 - Simulations are logged at the individual transaction level 
• 4 -Outline of classifier processing 
• 5- Classifier details 
• 6- Verbose classifier details 
Version 
Prints the version of the esc! executable. 
TimeStamp 
Prints the time and date 
Echo [ <int level = 0> J message ... 
Prints a message (which may not begin with a number). If a value is specified for the level, 
the message is only printed if the current verbosity setting is greater than or equal to the 
level value. 
System ... arbitrary shell command. 
The system command provides access to the shell (e.g. the DOS command line). In other 
words, any text following the keyword is passed directly to the shell for execution. This is 
useful for invoking third-party tools to perform a Junction not oflcrcd by C/asser. 
ClassNames [ classlname class2name ... classNname ] 
T'his command provides a simple way to define the list of class names f{lr the system. 
When working explicitly with data sets, this value is inherited fl·om the data sets in use 
(which must share the same set of class names). For scripts that just deal with filtering or 
rules extraction, however, a data set may not have been defined. Since the rule extraction 
methods need the names of classes fclr display purposes, this command offers a simple 
approach for defining them. 
Randomseed <int value> 
Seeds the random number generator (Sec discussion of when this matters in section 3.1.4). 
The value 1 is used if this command is not invoked. 
Randomness in C/asser: 
• When permuting entries in views or vicwsets (sections 2.4.3.1, 2.4.4) 
• In the internals of the ARTMAP implementation, if two candidate nodes are equally 
eligible, i.e., their activations arc identical, one of them is chosen at random. 
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DeleteCols idxl idx2 ... <predsFname> <outputFname> 
This utility is used to strip columns (feature dimensions or distributed predictions) from 
fi les. One or more column indices must be provided (starting at 0), and the outpu t is 
identical to the input, minus the specified columns. 
Erdas2Txt <inputFname> <outputFname> 
This command filters the output of the ERDAS Imagine GIS' ASCII Export command to 
plain text. More specifically, it strips off the four header lines, as we ll as the first two 
columns of the data entries, wh ich just specify the entry coordinates in pixels. 
SavePalette <outputFname> 
A palette is an association between a set of colors and the set of classes used by a Closser 
data set. A defau lt palette is provided defining colors for 30 classes; the SavePalet te 
command writes the defau lt pa lette to a file, simplifying the job of creating a new for 
loading with the LoadPalette command. The saved file is in text fo rm, with the 
fo llowing format: first an in teger specifying the number of colors defined, then an integer 
specifying the largest color value (co lor values may range from 0 to this value), and then a 
line for each color w ith three integers per line, one per Red, Green, Blue co lor component. 
Comments may be inserted in to the fi le by starting a line with a'#' symbol. For example, 
the first few lines of the defau It pa lette fi le are : 
# Number of colors defined: 
30 
# Maximum color value: 
3 
3 0 0 
3 0 3 
3 3 0 
LoadPale tte <inputFname> 
Loads a palette from the named text fi le, in the same format as described for the 
SavePalet te command. The palette must define at least as many colors as there are 
c lasses in use. This command is used to customize the set of colors used in three p laces: 
1. Thematic maps- see Section 2.5.3.3. 
2. Prediction plots (Output p r edPgm command) - see Section 2.5.4.2 
3. Color legends (see next command). 
Out putLe gend [ V I H J <outputFname.ppm> 
This command generates a co lor legend, i .. e., it draws the colors of the palette for each of 
the classes in current use. The format of the palette can be either vertical or horizontal, as 
determined by the first command argument. The extension of the output fi le should be 
".ppm", for portable pixel map. An eight-class example is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: Default color legend (horizontal) 
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2.3.1 Heartbeat Output 
This isn't an actual C!asser Script command. When testing or training with large data sets, a series 
of dots will be seen on screen, e.g.," •••••• ". Each dot correspond to training or testing I 000 
data samples, and provide a system 'heartbeat', confirming that processing is ongoing. For 
complex problems, processing can be slow enough that it can be useful to confirm that something 
is actually happening. The heartbeat output is seen on standard output, but is not echoed to the log 
file, if one was specified at the command line via 'csd -o'. 
2.4 Defining the Input data -Data, Views and ViewSets 
Before it can do much of anything, a script must define at least one data set. Once a classifiers is 
defined, it can operate either directly on data objects, or views or viewsets can be used to define 
more specialized ways of looking at data sets. Image objects arc also available·- these are special 
cases of data objects that have associated image dimensions (width and height in pixels), allowing 
the data set to be partitioned spatially. 
2.4.1 Data Sets 
ClasserScript can load data sets in a variety of formats: 
• The simplest approach is plain text, preceded by a header describing the number of entries, 
data dimensions and names, and class label names. 
• To speed loading of larger data sets, they may be conve1ted to binary format 
• Data and labels may be loaded separately. This feature supports both the loading of 
unlabeled data sets (for classiJ1cation), and trying out different label sets describing a single 
set of data. 
Each option starts by creating a ClasserScript data object. A variety of options for doing so arc 
covered in the next few sections. 
2.4.1.1 Plain Text Data Format 
A simple example of Closser's plain text formal for a data set is provided below, showing 
documentation embedded in the data set using 'If for comments: 
if Data set example ( 'Jl:' is the comment symbol) 
# ----------------
lt- Number of entries: 
2 
11 Data dimensions 
[ Eed Green Blue J 
lf Data class label position, and valuo::~s 
# -------------------------------------
~~ 'J:he '0' indicates that the class label is 
# the first entry on the line. 
0 r Field Barren Forest. Urban VJater 
lf ·rhe data entries, preceded by the class label (0-based) 
0 0.2 0.3 0.8 
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[10~2--o:s a2~--~---------
or, more tersely, with no comments: 
2 
[ Red Green Blue 
0 [ Field Barren Forest Urban Water ] 
0 Q_2 0_3 o_e 
1 0.2 0.5 0.2 
C/asser represents labeled data samples as vectors of11oating point numbers, associated with an 
integer class label. The data set is represented as a grid of samples, where each row describes a 
single sample's properties: 11oating point measurements of the sample features in M dimensions, 
along with an integer label specifying the class of the sample. 
The structure of a plain text data set is as follows: 
I. A header describing the structure of the data (optional, may also be specified in script): 
a. An integer specifying the number of entries, or data samples 
b. A list of the names of theM data dimensions, in square brackets 
c. A description of the data labels (omitted for unlabeled data): 
i. The position of the label (0 toM, or '-1' for last place) 
ii. A list of the names of the data categories, or class labels, in square brackets 
2. The data samples, one per line: 
a. The sample label, in the position specified in the header (except for unlabeled data, 
in which case the label is omitted), 
b. The values of each feature, speciJled as a floating point number. 
Values must be provided f<Jr all dimensions, and they must be in the range expected by the 
classiJier to which they arc applied. For ART'MAP classiJ1crs, this is the range [0 ·- I]. Conversion 
to this range can be performed using the function <Data> normalize (sec section 2.4.2.2). ·rhe 
normalization process can be slow for large data sets, and in such cases it should be clone 
separately, using a dedicated C/asser script, and then the resulting normalized set can be saved to 
file. Also, note that normalization rescales the data with respect to the extrema of each dimension 
separately, not to the extrema of all dimensions. In other words, the data set: 
1 
0 2 4 
2 4 8 
is rescaled to 
0 
l 
rather than to 
0.12 0.25 0.50 
0.2'5 0.50 1.00 
Customizing class numbering 
-·---·-·----
C!asserScript works with class names rather than numbers where possible, but for parsing 
cflkicncy, labels are represented in the data as indices rather than by name. Class labels arc 
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numbered starting at 0. To accommodate class labels starting at 1, one may supply a dummy name 
for the 0-th label when the class names are supplied to the system. This is done either in the data 
file header, as shown above, or in the C/asser script itself, via the Data _ ; define _command, 
in the case of binary files or when loading values separately. For example, the same script as above 
is shown with class labels starting at 1, rather than 0, by including the value 'DummyLabei' in the 
list of class labels: 
2"" ~--. --·- ---· -------~--~-- --- ~- -. -~~-----~~--~-----·--~- . ---""] 
[ Hed Green Blue l 
0 [ DummyLabe l Fjeld Barren Forest Urban lNa ter ] 
I 0.2 0.3 0.8 
2 0.2 0.') 0.2 
Unlabeled data set format 
To load unlabeled data, first define its structure using Data ... ; define __ , and then load it using 
<Data> loadvalues <f_array>, where <f_array> is an array of floating point values as follows: 
0.3 0.8 
0.5 0.2 
2.4.1.2 Binary Data Format 
Data sets can also be specified in binary format, which is useful for large data sets, as parsing large 
plain text data sets can take time. Binary data sets can be generated by external applications if they 
produce a compatible format, or a plain text data set can be loaded by Closser, and then saved in 
binary format. C/asser' s binary data fclrmat is one of: 
• Single file for data values and labels: The data and labels are sequential, rather than 
interleaved. First is an array of data values, represented either as C++ floats or doubles 
(single or double precision floating point numbers in IEEE format), iterating an inner loop 
over theM feature dimensions, and an outer loop over theN data samples. T'his is followed 
by N class labels, represented as C++ integers. 
Separate Jiles fell' values and labels: The data value file is the same as in the single file 
format, minus the class labels. The class label file allows the format to be either C++ 
integers or shorts (a variable with a smaller range of values), rather than the restriction to 
integer type alone seen in the single file format. 
2.4.2 Data Objects 
2.4.2.1 Creating I Loading a Data Object 
Data <name>= load <fName> 
Used to load a self-describing (i.e., it starts with a descriptive header) plain text data set, as 
described in section 2.4. I .1. The file first defines the number of data entries, and the names 
of the data classes and dimensions. <name> is used in referring to the data object later 
(shown as <Data>), and <fName> is the file containing the data set. 
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Data <name> = load <fName> binary <float I double> <int numEntries> 
<list dimNames> <list classNames> 
When data files grow large, loading them is more efficient when they're maintained in 
binary format. This version of the nata __ = load _statement requires that the 
information that describes the data set be provided explicitly. Specifically, one must 
specify whether the entries arc stored as C++ floats or doubles (single or double-precision 
t1oating point values), the number of data entries, and lists of the names of the dimensions 
and classes, in square brackets. As an example, the following line request the loading of a 
file containing one million single-precision floating-point data entries, with three 
dimensions per entry, and two output class labels. The data set is assigned to the data 
object d, and loaded ti·om the file fName. 
lJiii:."....':'l •= load fName binary float 1000000 [ x y z ] [ in out ] 
Rather than trying to generate the correct binary format manually, the simplest way of 
binarizing a data file is to first load it in plain text, and to then save it in binary format (sec 
'<Data> save < fName> binary' command) 
Data <name> = define <int numEntries> <list dimNames> <list classNames> 
In cases where the feature data and class labels arc available as separate files, their meta-
information describing the data must first be defined explicitly in the script via a 'nata -· 
= define __ ' statement. For example: 
2.4.2.2 Data Object Operators 
To invoke a C/asserScript object operator, start with the object's name (denoted here by <Data>), 
defined when the object was created, followed by the name of the operator, and any operator 
arguments. 
<Data> loadvalues <fName> [binary <float I double>] 
<Data> loadlabels <fName> [binary <int I short>] 
Once the meta-information for the data set has been specified via 'nata = define _ , 
the actual data and labels arc specified using the '<Data> loadvalues' and '<Data> 
loadlabels' commands. In this case, the data arc assumed to be in plain text format 
unless the 'binary' flag is specified. lf the data arc binary one must specify whether the 
feature values are stored as C++ floats or doubles, and whether the data labels are speciJied 
as C++· ints or shorts. 
<Data> save <fName> [binary] 
The '<Data> save' command can be used to save a normalized data set, or to convert it 
to binary. The file is saved to the specified file name, as plain text by default, or as binary if 
specified. In plain text format, a header specifying the meta-data is saved at the top of the 
file; in binary, just the data arc stored, with the data values stored as single precision 
floating point values (C++ floats), and the class labels as integers (C++ ints). 
<Data> normalize 
I I 
Once the data have been loaded, the '<Data> normalize' statement can be used to rescale it 
to the range [0-1] (required before presentation to an ARTMAP classifier). Rather than 
going through this potentially time-consuming step each time the data arc loaded, it's 
recommended to usc a separate normalization script to load the data, normalize it, save it, 
and then just usc the normalized version. 
<Data> hist 
This command generates a histogram of the entries in the data set, by class. For example: 
Classes Entries 
beach: 313 
ocean: 1280 
ice: 146 
river: 192 
road: 58 
park: 418 
resid: 400 
indst: 0 
Total: 280'7 
<Data> list 
This is a convenience function, useful for small data sets or for debugging. It enumerates 
the entries in the data set. 
<Data> plot <dimlName> <dim2Name> 
This is a convenience function providing a text-based plot of the data set in the two 
specified dimensions (using a 10 x 20 character-based grid). This can be useful as a quick, 
first-order view of the data, but real plotting packages arc recommended for serious data 
analysis. The data must be in the range [0 · ·- I]; when more than one data sample falls in a 
particular grid cell, the most li·cqucnt class is shown. If it's a tic, and asterisk is used. 
<Data> plot 
When the data set consists only of two or three dimension, then their names need not be 
specif1ed. In this case, either one or three plots will be produced. For example: 
·!··-- -------1 -1-- ----------- - -- -- ---------- ·- + +--- -·--·- --- -- ·- ·--·· ... -- .. ~ 
9 '_'i ~) 9 s 9 ~) ~) 
B 5 g 3 :'i g :i 
"I 2 "I 4 1 
c 6 J3 6 1 3 ll 6 3 1 1 I-" .i.e] d 
) ~) 2 1 1 5 1 2 I 5 1 2 2 B~nfen 
e 4 4 u 4 4 3 u 1 3 4 3 l''oresl 
e 3 2 1 4 3 e 3 e 3 4 Urbun 
n 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 ~:i - \·Vater 
1 3 2 I 2 
() 0 0 
+-----· ·--------+ +-- --·-- -- ··-----1 +·· ·~ .. ,. 
() 1 2 3 4 5 6 "I 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 'I 8 9 0 1 2 3 1 5 6 'I g 9 
ned Hed G1.·een 
2.4.2.3 Working with Multiple Labels Per Sample 
In some circumstances, more than one set of labels describing a data set may be available. For 
example, the rule discovery research discussed in Section 2. 7 allows training with more than one 
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label per sample when available. Note that this approach is no different from storing multiple 
copies of a sample, each with a different label. The methods described here just save on the 
preprocessing required. 
There arc two ways of associating multiple labels with a data sample: 
1. The first is simply to invoke the loadlabels operator several times, each time with a 
different file of labels. When using this approach, the user should make sure that the class 
names that arc defined cover all of the label sets. In other words, suppose that N class 
names have been defined (either via the classNames operator or the "data <name> 
= define ... "operator). In that case any indices used in any of the label sets should 
range from 0 to N-1. 
2. The second approach to associating multiple labels with a data sample starts with a single 
set of labels (the 'base' labels), and then defines mappings fi·om each base label to zero or 
more 'composite' labels. To use this approach, usc the multiplyLabels operator: 
<Data> multiplylabels <fName> 
This operator loads a set of mapping from the passed file. It then works its way through the 
data set, adding labels to each sample as specified by the mappings in the file. The 
following is an example of such a file. Note that the labels 'unlub.' and 'miso' arc left as is, 
i.e., no new labels arc associated with them. In every other case, two new labels are added, 
except in the case of'road', where only 'man~1d' is added. 
Jl Label mupp.i.nq defin:i.t:i.on: 
II 
Jl Defines mapping fl~o!!l old set of lubels to new mult..iple seL. 
- fin_;L line defines ful:l set. of -labe:ls, \•Jhich »hou]d be a ;_.;upersel: 
of the oJd 'l.abe] names, wi.th new names 01 end of Jisl:. 
Lhen, on one ] _i_ne for ei:lch old label: 
labe:J name, fol-lov1cd by: 
one or' more c:las:; labe-l ~-;ubL;Lilut:i.ons Lobe )_x~rfonncd. 
unlab. miss beach ocean .i.e{;~ river: J:"r)i~d p;n·k ne~;id ind>.;t VJilLer_· opcnSp built. natur nwnl':ld ] 
un:lab. unldb. 
beach beach openSp ndLu:c 
ocean oceiln watel:· nat:ur 
:lee i_ce water naLur 
1:iver :river_ v1ater naLur 
road road manHd 
park park openSp nat.ur 
resid -.cesid built. manr,kl 
:i.ndst. indst. builL rnanHd 
2.4.3 View objects 
Data sets may be used directly, or for more precise control, one may create view objects to 
describe subsets of the data used for training or testing a classifier. 
2.4.3.1 View Orderings 
A view object defines a snbset of a labeled data set, and is made up of one or more 'orderings', 
which arc sets of indices into the named data set. Learning in some classifiers, ARTMAP networks 
in particular, arc sensitive to the order of presentation of samples. By storing multiple orderings of 
a subset of data within a view object, C/asser can train multiple copies of a particular classifier, 
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each with a different ordering of the subset in question. Orderings may be automatically generated 
within Classer, or passed fl·om text files if specific orderings arc desired. If an ordering is file-
based, it is just a set of integer indices into the data set (i.e., line numbers, starting at I), one per 
line. 
2.4.3.2 Creating a View Object 
'T'hrec options arc available for creating a view object: 
View <name> = whole <Data> 
Used to create a view object that covers the whole of the data set, in order. This may seem 
redundant with the data object, but it can be used, for example, in conjunction with a 
viewset object to join together data sets kept in separate files, to serve as a training set. 
View <name> = random <Data> 
Creates a view object covering the entire data set, but in random order. The randomseed 
command (section 1.1) can be used to vary the sequence of random numbers. Sec the 
shuffle command for adding additional random orderings to a view object. 
View <name> = subset <Data> <f_ints orderingl> ... <f_ints orderingN> 
Provides more fine-grained control: orderings files specify which data samples arc included 
in the view, and their order. The data set name is followed by one or more f11c names, 
each containing a set of indices describing an ordering (section 2.4.3.1 ). 
2.4.3.3 View Object Operators 
<View> shuffle <int numOrderings> 
This command generates numOrderings permutations of the view's first stored 
ordering. As with the random constructor, the ordering is affected by settings of the 
randomseed command (section 1. I). If using voting to improve classifier performance, 
there must be as many view orderings available as there are voting classifiers (sec section 
2.5.3.1). Note that the permutations that arc generated are stored in addition to any existing 
orderings, so if there's already one ordering, to obtain a total ofN orderings, the argument 
to the shuffle operator should beN- I. 
<View> plot 
The '<View> plot' command is analogous to the '<Data> plot' command, and 
restricts itself to the data specif1cd by the iirst ordering in the view. It only applies to 2D 
or 3D data sets. 
<View> list 
This is a convenience function, useful for small data sets or for debugging. It enumerates 
the entries in the view. 
<View> hist [ int orderingidx =' 0] 
This command generates a histogram by class of the samples in the view, for the specified 
ordering (defaulting to 0). 
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2.4.4 ViewSet Objects 
Viewsets arc a generalization of view objects, bundling several of them together. This 
simplifies both training or testing on more than a single subset of the data at once, and the 
implementation of cross-validation protocols. 
ViewSet <name>~ union <View_l> ... <View_n> 
Creates a named ViewSet made up of the given views. Samples are evaluated in the 
order specified, i.e., all of the samples in view 1, followed by all of those in view 2, etc. 
Exception: in striping mode (see section 2.5.2), sampling alternates continuously from one 
view to the next. 
ViewSet <name> ~ split <Data> <int #views> [<int #Orderings = 1>] 
Creates a Viewset by automatically breaking the named data set into the given number of 
views. This method simplifies the generation of partitions for cross-validation. The 
optional numOrdcrings may be used to generate random orderings of the individual 
partitions, which supports the use of voting systems (sec section 2.5.3.1). Note that the first 
ordering is in-order, while subsequent ones arc in random order. 
For example, the following line partitions the whole data set into five view objects. 
ViewSet vs5 = t 5 
If the data set is not evenly divisible into the specified number of views, the remaining 
samples arc tacked onto the last view, so the last one can be slightly larger than the others. 
<ViewSet> list 
This command lists the sample indices of the views and orderings in a viewset, and can 
be used to examine the partitioning performed by the split constructor. 
2.4.5 Image Objects 
Image objects arc a special class of Data objects, which they supplement with the addition of 
parameters specifying the width and height of the image. In addition to the operators shown here, 
Image objects may also be used with the Data object operators, as they are instances of Data 
objects. 
Image <name>'' define <int width> <int height> [ dl d2 d3] cl c2 
Image <name>' load <fname> binary [float I double] <int width> <int 
height> [ dl d2 d3 J [ cl c2 ] 
The storage format is identical to Data objects: the 'load' command is applied to a 
binary tile that was produced by saving a Data object in binary format. If using the 
'define' command, the data arc then loaded using separate 'loadvalues' and 
'loadlabels' commands. 
<Image> split [VIH] <int numStrips> <baseFname> 
Splits the image into the specified number of strips, either horizontally (I-I) or vertically 
(V). The resulting data set fragments are written (as text-format data sets) to Illes formed 
by combining the string <baseFname> with the strip index and the suffix ".txt". 
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<Image> flip 
Flips the image about the diagonal. This changes the order in which the pixels are 
processed. Used before the split operator, this command can be used to get column-
major ordering of the pixels, rather than row-major. 
<Image> showdl d2 d3 <fName.ppm> 
A simple utility for visualizing the feature data. The specified data dimensions (dl d2 d3) 
are used as red, green and blue when drawing the image. The output image is in portable 
pixel map format (PPM). 
2.4.6 Specifying Input Features- DimList Objects 
T'he optional DimList object defines a set of input features. By specifying it as a named object, 
one can easily compare different sets of features (as described in section 3.3.1), or iterate over 
different combinations of features to sec which set optimizes classifier performance on the 
problem. 
DimList <name> = list <list dimNames> 
DimList <name> = alldims <data> 
Both commands create a dimlist object. The list version requires an explicit list of 
dimension names, in square brackets. The all dims version just uses all dimensions 
specified for the named data set. For example: 
DimL:i.st all ::, alldims d 
Dimlist some ;;:; list [ X y ] 
2.5 Defining and Using Class(fiers 
Once the data have been loaded, the next step is defining the classifier. ClasserScript makes a 
distinction between classifiers and models: 
• A model is a single instance, or copy, of a model implementation. It is the lowest level 
object encapsulated by Classer, and deals with samples one at a time: during training, it 
learns to associate a set of input features with a class label, and during testing or 
classification to generate a prediction in response to a set of input features (optionally 
distributed, i.e., a probability distribution over the set of labels). It also accepts parameter 
settings, and requests for output metrics. 
s A classifier is a collection of one or more model copies maintained as an aggregate. Within 
the classifier, when voting, each voter has its own copy. Also, when doing cross-validated 
training and testing, a model copy is assigned to test each view. In other words, if a system 
is doing four-fold cross validation with 5 voters, the classifier holds 20 model copies in all. 
2.5.1 Creating a Classifier Object 
Classifier <name> = <classi fier'rype> (<data> I <dimList>) [ <int ~Voters>] 
To create a classifier, one must specify the model ( <classi fierType> ), the input 
features, and optionally, a number of voters (defaults to I). In this version of ClasserScript, 
the only model available is 'Artmap'. !fa data set name is speciflcd as the second 
argument, all dimensions available for the data set arc used as input features. Alternatively, 
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the specific features to usc can be specified using a dimList object as the second 
argument. To change model parameters, or to turn on cross-validation, the '<Classifier> 
set ' command can be used once the classifier is defined. 
Voters: By using multiple classifier instances, each of them voting during testing to 
determine the final prediction, improved performance can be attained, at a cost in storage 
and train/test time. Note that if/IVotcrs > 1, then the classifier must be used with views or 
viewsets with at least #voters orderings (as described in sections 2.4.3.3 and 2.4.4). In 
other words, there must be a data ordering available to supply each voter with training data. 
2.5.2 Setting Classifier Parameters 
<Classifier> set <propertyl> <valuel> ... <propertyN> <valueN> 
This command is used to alter the classifier's default settings, in particular for setting 
model-specific parameters. Properties and their values are passed as name/value pairs, and 
one or more may be specified per set command. The settings that may be altered arc: 
• CV [ on I off ] ·-Turn cross-validation on or ofT (Detailed in Section 2.5.3.4). 
• ClassCap <int> ·-· ·rurns on class-capping: this option is used to limit the 
number of samples per class that arc submitted for training or testing. For example, 
'c set classcap 10' will limit training and testing for the classifier c to no 
more than ten samples per class. This option is useful with data sets that have large 
differences in the sampling of classes. In these situations, the classes that arc over-
represented can tend to overwhelm the others during training. Using a class cap 
helps ensure a more even-handed training regimen. 
To turn off class capping, usc 'set classCap 0'. 'T'his is used, for example, to 
train with class capping but then test without it. 
Finally, a special case: if class capping is used with a viewset, then training 
works in a special striping mode rather than evaluating each sample in each view 
in the viewset in order, sample selection alternates between views. Otherwise, 
with class capping, all samples would be drawn fl·om the first view to the 
exclusion of the others. Striping mode ensures that samples are drawn evenly fl·om 
each view, when class capping is limiting the sampling of the data. 
* Model-specific parameters The ARTMAP classifier supports the following 
parameter settings (followed by the legal range of values, and the default): 
o Model [fuzzy, default, ic, dist:rib] default 
• Rho Bar 
• RhoBarTest 
• Alpha 
• Beta 
• Eps 
• p 
[0-1] 0.0 
[0-1] 0.0 
[0 - 1) 
[0 - 1] 
I 1: I small 
I o - =) 
0.01 
1.0 
-0.001 
1.0 
The following defines a fllzzy ARTMAP model and sets the RhoBar parameter: 
I Classifier c :::: artmap d 
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• LabelChoice [allMin I allMax I rand I any] ~Defines the training 
protocol, or what to do during training when multiple labeb are available (as 
described in Section 2.4.2.3), and class capping is turned on. If class capping is not 
active, then all training protocols arc the same. In general, if multiple labels arc 
available for a pixel, one or more of them are chosen for training according to the 
training protocol. Since the runtime capping of classes can bias the sampling 
towards the first samples encountered, the data should always be presented in 
random order when using class capping. More specifically: 
o AllMin- If all labels available for sample are below the class cap, train 
with all labels. On one hand, all labels for a point are used in training, and 
all classes arc subject to the class cap, including composite classes. On the 
other hand, the requirement that all labels for a sample must be below the 
cap results in a considerable under-sampling of the base classes, as the cap 
for the composite classes is met quickly, and it's then difficult to tlnd 
eligible base class samples. This method minimizes the amount of training 
data. 
o AllMax- If any label available for sample is below the class cap, train 
with all labels. On one hand, all labels for a point arc used in training, and 
adequate amounts of the base classes arc sampled. On the other hand, the 
composite classes arc allowed to exceed the class cap, so the benefits of 
capping class membership arc partially negated. 
o Rand- If any labels arc below the class cap, train with one of them, 
selected at random. This comes close to implementing the class cap 
exactly, though under-sampling of the base-classes is still seen in some 
cases. 
o Any -_Train with any available labels that are below the class cap. This 
comes closest to exactly implementing the class cap. Is a hybrid between the 
AllMax and Rand approaches, as it relaxes the constraint that all labels for 
a point are used in training, but allows more than one label to be used for a 
given sample. 
2.5.3 Applying the Classitier 
Once the data are loaded and the classifier and model are defined, the following commands put 
C!asserScript to work. 
2.5.3.1 Training~ Learning Multi-Dimensional Mappings 
When training a classifier, it works its way through a set of data, learning to associate each 
sample's input features with the specified output label. 
<Classifier> train (<data>l<view>l<viewset>) [<int epochs= 1>] 
To train the classifier, one provides an argument describing the training data, optionally followed 
by an argument specifying the number of training epochs. Three distinct options arc available for 
describing the training data: for quick or preliminary investigations, one can usc a data set object 
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directly; for more fine-grained control over training, one can specify a view or vicwset object, 
allowing one to control order of presentation, or to tic together several data sets. 
If the epochs parameter is greater than I, the entire set of training data are presented (in the same 
order) the specified number of times. 
2.5.3.2 Testing- Evaluating the Trained Classifier 
Given a trained classifier, the testing operator evaluates its performance at classifying a specified 
set of samples. 
<Classifier> test (<data>l<view>l<viewset>) 
By setting the appropriate output requests, the user can retrieve metrics of the classifier's 
accuracy. These performance metrics accumulate as distributed class predictions are made for 
each sample in the specified data. These include the percentage of samples classified correctly, a 
confusion matrix, or files specifying the output for each sample, either as a discrete label 
(winner-take-all), or as a distributed prediction (see section 0). 
2.5.3.3 Classifying - Putting the Classifier to Work 
<Classifier> classify <view> 
The classify operator applies the classifier without comparing the results to target labels, as 
in the test operator. In other words, once performance is deemed adequate, the classify 
operator is used to generate sets of predictions for the samples in the specified view object. 
These arc produced by invoking the Output directives predClass or predVector (sec 
section 2.5.4.2). 
<class.i fier> classify <image> <fName .ppm> 
This variation of the classify method offers a simple approach to generating a thematic 
map, i.e., a map that assign each pixel to one of the available output classes. The output 
image is in portable pixel map format (PPM). The colors used arc from the current palette, 
which may be customized by the user (sec LoadPalet te command, in section 1.1 ), and 
a legend may be printed to record the correspondence between classes and colors. An 
example is provided in Section 3.4.3.2. 
2.5.3.4 Cross-Validation- Using All the Data 
Cross-validation, a protocol for training and testing, allows the analyst to simultaneously 
avoid bias in the selection of the training and test sets, and maximize usc of the data. It 
docs so by creating N copies of the classifier, and testing each on II N of the data set, after 
training it on the remainer. In other words, each classifier makes predictions for its 1/Nth of 
the data, yielding predictions for the whole set. 
Cross-validation is turned on via the '<classifier> set cv on' statement (section 
2.5.2). 
<Classifier> train (<data>l<viewset>) [<int epochs - 1>] 
<Classifier> test (<data>l<viewset>) 
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If cross-validation is on, the train and test operators arc restricted to data and 
viewset objects. !fit's a data object, N-fold cross-validation is applied, using N=S. If 
it's a viewset object containing N views, N copies of the classifier arc each tested using 
one of the views, after training with the other N-1 views. 
A number of training epochs may be specified, as with non cross-validating training. 
2.5.3.5 Saving and Loading the Classifier 
Training a classifier can be time-consuming. By saving the learned internal representations 
accumulated by the classifier (e.g., ARTMAP weights), multiple tests using a variety of 
different parameter settings may be done without having to repeatedly train the classifier. 
<Classifier> save <f_wgt> 
<Classifier> load <f_wgt> [<int #views>] 
The < f_wgt> argument is a template to which is appended a numeric suffix indicating 
which classifier copy it refers to, followed by the extension ' . wgt'. For example, for a 5-
fold cross-validating classifier with three voters, fifteen files arc generated when the 
classifier is saved. 
When loading a cross-validating classifier, the number N of views may be provided, to tell 
the system how many copies to load (if not specified, it defaults to 5). 
2.5.3.6 Looking Inside the Classifier -Inspect 
The verbose command can be uschtl for seeing simulation details, but with real data sets, 
the amount of output can become overwhelming, which is where inspect comes in. 
<Classifier> inspect <int verboseLevel> <int sampleindex> 
The inspect command temporarily turns up the verbosity level to the value specified, 
just for the training and/or testing of the specified entry. The verbosity levels arc as 
specified in section 1.1. The following example shows the output i1·om an inspect 
command for the second training sample in the CIS test set: 
t.rain([0.')9 0.71] --> 11 
FO ___ to~_F2 ___ signa1 () ~ evaluating 1 node 
CAM ... \WrA I I -· Node 0 wins 
Fl.signal_.W'l'A( I 
passesVigilance() 
Passed vigilance w/ rho = 0 
prediction __ W'rA () 
Predicting class 0 
match'.rracking () Raised vigilance to 0. ~)4 714 '7 
Out of eligible nodes, allocating new one 
Committing nc~w node: 2 mappinq to category ] 
2.5.4 Output Control 
C/asserScript generates output in one of three ways: 
• Via the 'echo' command (Section 1.1) 
• Via the logging controlled by the verbose mechanism. 
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• Via the print and output statements, which must be explicitly requested by the user. 
This section documents these statements. 
2.5.4.1 Print Statement 
C/asserScript outputs arc requested in advance via print statements, and generated when a train, 
test or classify operator is used. Outputs are displayed differently depending on whether or not 
iteration is being used (sec section 2.6.1 ): 
• No loops- each print request is shown on its own line. For example: 
Simulation Results: 
'I'rain (sees): 0.11 
Test. (sees): 0.01 
% correct: 95.0 
Memory (I<bl : 0. 9 
·-------··--------------__] 
• A foreach loop is used - one row per iteration, and one column per print request: 
Sim EhoBar 'I'rain 'I'es t Percent Memory 
------ time time Correct (l<b) 
0 0.0 (). 11 0.01 95.0 0.9 
1 0.3 0.12 0.01 94.9 0.9 
2 0.6 0.16 0.02 94.5 1 c 
·" 3 0.9 l. 74 0.06 97.2 8.6 
• A forcach2D loop is used··· a table is generated for each print request (sec section 2.6.1.2) 
Syntax: Print requestl ... requestn 
Makes a set of requests, to be fulfilled by any train, test or classify operations. Each print 
statement supersedes any prior ones, so all requests should be made on one line. 
Print TrainTime TestTime ClassifyTime 
Returns the time required for training/testing/classifying, in seconds. 
Print PercentCorrect 
The percentage of samples classified correctly. When predictions arc distributed, fi·actional 
credit is awarded when a partial prediction for the correct class is made. 
Print LtmRequired 
Returns the kilobytes required to store the long term memory (LTM) of the classifier. This 
is the amount of internal storage, i.e., in binary, rather than the file size of the weight files. 
If more than one classifier is produced (because of cross-validation or voting), the number 
returned is a sum over all the classifiers, i.e., the total memory required. 
Print ConfusionMatrix 
A confusion matrix breaks classification performance down by class, showing which 
classes arc confused with which. For example, in the following confusion matrix all 
samples arc classified correctly, except for a 'Forest' sample predicted to be 'Field': 
Predicted 
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Field Barren Forest Urban Water 
A -~----------------------------------+ 
c Field I 1 2 (100.0%) 
t Barren! 3 3 (100.0%) 
u Forest! 1 3 3 ( 75.09o) 
a Urbani 4 4 (100.0%) 
1 Water I 3 3 (100.0%) 
i·----------------------------------+ 
1 3 4 4 3 15 ( 93.3%) 
The first column at right shows the number of samples per class, followed by the 
percentage of these classified correctly (in parentheses). Along the bottom is a breakdown 
of the number of predictions by class. Note that although the numbers shown arc rounded 
off, distributed predictions award partial credit across a row. 
Print Plot2d 
Generates a text-based two-dimensional plot of predictions ranging across the unit plane. 
This shows how the classifier generalizes from the training samples to predictions for I 00 
points distributed across the unit plane. Note that the classifier must have been trained with 
the two given dimensions only (selected via the DimList command), or an error message 
will be obtained. For example, the following shows predictions for I Ox I 0 values of the 
dimensions Red and Green: 
···-·-~~-~-
i·--------------------·1· 
9 I 2 2 2 4 5 ,. ,) 5 ,. ,) ' ,) 5 
8 I 2 2 2 4 4 ' ,) ' .) ' .) 5 5 
7 I 2 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 
c . 6 I 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 
r 
, ..
,) I 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 
e 4 I 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
e 3 I 2 2 1 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
n 2 I 2 2 1 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
1 I 2 2 1 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 
0 I 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 
i·------------------ ····- I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 'I 8 9 
H.E.:d 
···-~··-·-···- ...... ·--· ··~·-·····~···-----···- .. . ·~---~·····-·-··-···--··~- -· 
Print <classi fierOutputName> [<filter···· All>] 
This command provides for classifier model-specific outputs. The request is passed to the 
underlying model implementation, i.e., ClasserScript doesn't interpret a particular 
<classifieroutputName>, itjust passes it on to the model for interpretation. 
• <classi fierOutputName> is the name of the classifier-specific variable to 
retrieve. 'fhis varies depending on the details of the classifier. In the current 
ARTMAP implementation, two arc available: 
o F2Nodes the number of category nodes 
o Memory the number of bytes required for the ARTMAP weights. 
• <filter>- Specifics how to combine results from multiple classifier copies. If a 
classifier output request is not the last print request listed, then filter must be 
included (or the next request will be interpreted as a filter value). The options arc: 
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o Avg 
o Range 
o All 
return the average of the values. 
return the min and max values. 
return a list of all the values. 
For example, the following line requests that the average number of ARTMAP F2 nodes 
(category exemplars) be displayed, for each iteration of the simulation: 
r· Print f2Nodes Avg -----------, 
2.5.4.2 Output Statement 
Used in situations where more detail is needed than is available from Print statements, Output 
statements sends sample labels or graphics to a files. 
Syntax: Output requestl <fName_l> ... requestn <.fName_n> 
The requests are registered with the classifier, and during the next appropriate operation (in 
parentheses at end of each specific request), outputs are sent to files. 
Output labels <fName> 
Writes to file the actual class label for each data sample, one sample per line. This is useful 
when working with permuted samples, i.e., hom a view or viewset (gen. during test). 
Output labelVector <fName> 
Writes to file the actual class label for each data sample, one sample per line. This is uscfi.J! 
when working with permuted samples, i.e., Ji·om a view or viewset (gen. during test). 
Output predClass <fName> 
Writes to file the predicted class label for each data sample, one sample per line (generated 
during test or classify). In case of a tic, the label '-1' is used. This can happen using 
distributed predictions, or if voting model copies disagree on the answer. 
Output predVector <fName> 
Writes to file the full distributed class label vector for each data sample, one per line 
(generated during test or classify). 
Output cmatPgm <fName> 
Generates a graphical confi.Jsion matrix (see example in section 3.4.1), stored as a portable 
gray map file (pgm). Output file should have extension '.pgm'. (generated during test). 
output predPgm <fName> 
Writes a unit plane prediction plot, as a portable pixmap file (".ppm"). This is a graphical 
version of the plot described for the print plot2d request (sec section 2.5.4.1) Also 
sec examples in sections 2.2 and 3.4.2 (train or test). The colors used arc l!·om the 
current palette, which may be customized by the user (sec LoadPalette command, in 
section 1.1 ), and a legend may be printed to record the correspondence between classes and 
colors (see Output Legend command, in section 1.1 ). 
Output Yjs <fName> 
ARTMAP-spccific output: Writes Y; values to file, one line per sample, and one entry per 
node. Y; values arc the activation of the ARTMAP category nodes, i.e., they represent 
internal activation patterns in response to a particular input. (generated during test). 
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2.6 Iteration and Output Control 
In order to support parameter space explorations, Foreach and foreach2D loops iterate blocks of 
classifier operations, varying either one or two parameters at a time. The output of print requests 
differs in format depending on whether or not the operations arc enclosed in a loop, and if so, 
whether the loop is one or two dimensional. 
Because loops collate print requests over a range, any print requests must be made before the 
loop body. The next section describes the parameters that can be iterated, followed by sections 
describing the syntax and output of both types of loops. 
2.6.1 Loops 
Both types of loops define iterations over classifier parameters, defined as one of the following: 
DimList: 
NumVoters: 
TrainEpochs: 
Model param: 
Used to define a feature space exploration; a block of classifier operations is 
iterated, starting each time by redefining the classifier implemcntation(s) 
using a new feature set, defined by a Dim List instance, created as described 
in section 2.4.5. 
Used to explore the role of voting in improving classifier performance. A 
range of integer values is provided, e.g. NumVoters [ 1 3 5 ] , and the 
block is iterated using the specified number of copies of the model each 
voting to determine the result during testing. Note that sufficient data 
orderings must be available to support the maximum number in the range 
specified, as described in the note in section 2.5.1. More speciJ1cally, data 
orderings arc specified using either view or viewset objects. 
Used to repeatedly apply the training data, as described in 2.5.3. I. The block 
is repeated, starting by clearing the classifier and re-running any training 
operations according to the current TrainEpochs number. 
I fit's none of the previous three, it's assumed to be model-specific, e.g. 
RhoBar, as described in section 2.5.2. The block is repeated, starting by 
clearing the classifier and resetting the specified model parameter to each 
specified value in turn. 
2.6.1.1 Foreach Loops 
Syntax: The following shows the syntax for a loop iterating a single variable pa.ramName over a 
set of parameter values v _1 to v._n: 
foreach paramName [ v: ...... l ... v:_n 
<classifier> op_l 
<classifier> op_m 
end 
Print requests (which must be specified before the loop) arc shown in a table with a row per 
parameter value and a column per print request. ·rhe following varies ARTMAP's RhoBar param: 
[iiiC RhoBar Train Test Percent Memory 
'-------
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····-··-·-~···~--·· .. ··~- .. ·--~~-··-- -----~~-----~--
------ time time Correct (Kb) 
0 0.0 0.11 0.01 95.0 0.9 
1 0.3 0.12 0.01 94.9 0.9 
2 0.6 0.16 0.02 94.5 1.5 
3 0.9 1.74 0.06 97.2 8.6 
2.6.1.2 Foreach2D Loops 
Syntax: The following shows the syntax for a loop iterating two distinct variables: 
Foreach2D paramName_a 
<classifier> op_l 
<classifier> op __ m 
end 
va_l va_n l paramName_b [ vb_l vb_n 
A foreach2D loop runs the block of classifier operations repeatedly, for all parameter combinations 
for the two variables. Print requests arc each shown in their own table, with values collected in 
terms of the two parameters being varied. The following varies both RhoBar and model: 
1'1 fuzzy 
o default 
d :i.e 
e distrib 
1 
M fuzzy 
0 default. 
d :i.e 
e distrib 
I. 
M f:uzzy 
o default 
d ic 
e dist:rib 
1 
M f:uzzy 
0 default 
d ic 
e distrib 
1 
0.0 
0.11 
0.12 
0.11 
0.16 
0.0 
0.01 
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
0.0 
9 ~). 0 
9:5. 0 
92.0 
82.8 
0.0 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
HhoBar 
0.3 
0.12 
0.12 
0. 13 
0.21 
Rho Bar 
0.3 
0.01 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
Rho Bar 
0.3 0.6 
94.9 94. ~) 
95.6 9 ~). 1 
92.8 95.2 
87.9 95.2 
RhoBa:r 
0.3 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.2 
···---·· 
0.6 0.9 
0. 1.7 1.73 
0.16 l.. 74 '.rrain (s<::cs) 
0.18 1.73 
0.28 2 .23 
0.6 0.9 
0.01 0.06 
0.03 0. l ~) Test (sees) 
0.03 0.14 
0.03 0 .:1.4 
0.9 
97.2 
97.5 % correct 
96.5 
96.5 
0.6 0.9 
1. :s 8.6 
l . ~5 8.6 Memo:cy (Kb) 
1 . ~5 8.6 
1.5 8.6 
To produce these tables, all iterations must be performed before any outputs arc generated, which 
may take some time. 
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2. 7 Rule Discovery 
Rule discovery is a process for mining sets of distributed predictions for rules that describe "is-a" 
associations between output classes. This process, part of the ARTMAP Fusion System, rs 
described detail in Carpenter, Martens & Ogas (2005). 
Applying the rule discovery algorithm to a data set is a three-step process: 
1. Generate a set of distributed predictions by applying a classifier model to a set of data 
samples (the larger the better). Distributed predictions arc obtained by requesting the vector 
output format via the output predVector classifier command. 
2. Filter the set of distributed predictions. Rule discovery can run without this step, but 
filtering removes much of the noise, yielding much improved sets of rules. The output of 
flltering can be a smaller set of distributed predictions (retaining relative activations), or a 
set of label indices (where all remaining classes arc considered to have the same 
activation). 
3. Apply the rule extraction tool to the filtered predictions. The result is a printout showing 
the extracted rules and their confidences, as well as more verbose details about the rule 
extraction process. 
The next three sections provide more details about the filtering and rule extraction commands, 
starting with a key explaining the nomenclature used in the command descriptions. 
2.7.1 Key: 
[# I #file] 
fDprcds 
ihobDist 
A number (integer or floating point), or the name of a illc containing a 
single number 
A distributed predictions ille, with a floating point number for each class, 
and the predictions across all classes sum to 1. 
File containing one (floating point) number per class, describing a 
probability distribution over the set of classes. 
fFiltPreds Filtered predictions: one or more label indices, one line per pixel (sample). 
Actually, with Threshold filtering there may be no labels for a sample, if all 
activations arc low. 
fdFiltPreds 
!Expected Rules 
Distributed flltcred predictions: On each line, one floating point value per 
class. Each line represents the predicted probability distribution for a 
particular sample. 
A file describing the expected rules against which to gauge and score the 
extracted rule set. Speciiled as one line per rule, with each rule described by 
a pair of class names, e.g. "ocean water" describes the rule 
ocean=?water. 
2.7.2 Filtering methods: 
FillerMethod: one of TopN, Threshold, PerPixel, or Random 
Describes the method used by the Filter or Dfiltcr commands: 
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• TopN uses only the classes with the top N activations; 
• Threshold uses the classes with activation higher than the specified floating 
point number; 
• PerPixel looks at the relative activations for each sample: it first orders the 
classes by decreasing activation, and then retains the classes that come before the 
largest drop-off in activation. 
• Random retains just one class with non-zero activation, chosen at random. 
Filter FilterMethod [# I #file] fDpreds fFiltPreds 
Filters the distributed predictions contained in IDpreds (using the method specified by the 
FilterMethod parameter), using the specified [II I #file] for the TopN and Threshold 
methods and sends the resulting sets of labels to fFiltPrcds. 
Dfilter FilterMethod [# I #file] fDpreds fdFiltPreds 
Filters the distributed predictions contained in mpreds (using the method specified using 
FilterMethod). Instead of yielding label indices, however, the filtered classes have their 
relative activations preserved, i.e., the output is in distributed form, as is the input, except 
that some or most of the activations have been set to 0, and the remainder have been 
normalized to sum to I. 
AprioriFilter fProbDist fDpreds fFiltPreds 
An experimental approach to filtering that lets one specify the desired distribution of 
classes in the filtered predictions: 
I. Take the numbers specified by Jl>robDist as explicit class count targets. 
2. Generate an array of labels based on these count targets, and randomize its order. 
3. Work through the randomized array, and for each label: 
a. Select the sample from fDpreds with the highest activation for that label, 
b. Output that label for the selected sample, 
c. Mark that label/sample combination ineligible to be selected again. 
Bias fProbDist. fDpreds (in) fDPreds (out.) 
An experimental method for biasing a set of distributed predictions. Jl>robDist describes a 
class-by-class bias vector, used to multiply the activations for each sample. After 
multiplication, the activation vector for each sample is normalized to sum to I. 
2.7.3 Rule extraction methods: 
ExtractRules fFiJ.tPreds fExpect.edRules 
This method takes a set of filtered predictions (zero or more label indices per sample), 
applies the rule extraction algorithm, and prints out the set of rules obtained. It also builds a 
crude text-based graph showing the level each class was assigned to, and generates scores 
to provide a rough estimate of performance as compared to the ideal rule set. 
DextractRules [fDPreds I fdFilt.Preds] fExpectedRules 
This method is identical to ExtractRules, except that it starts with distributed predictions, 
rather than llltered predictions, i.e., an activation vector for each sample rather than a list of 
zero or more indices. 
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2.7.4 Scoring Extracted Hierarchies 
To simplify side-by-side comparison of different methods of extracting a knowledge hierarchy 
from a set of distribute results, C/asser compares the hierarchy to the desired set of rules (as 
specified by the fExpectedRules file, with one rule per line), and generates a three-part error 
score. 
Define: 
L: 
E: 
P: 
W: 
m: 
lV: 
MissedRules : 
# of class !abc Is 
#of rules expected (fl·om definition) 
# j. 'bl I L(L-1) · o · poss1 e ru es = 
2 
If of possible wrong rules cc P- E 
#of expected rules not predicted 
# of predicted rules not expected 
ml_ IE 
WrongRules : HI (as w <<Win most cases, F is used to stretch range) 
WrongLevels : The fraction of class levels assigned incorrectly. 
2.7.5 Extracted Hierarchy Summary 
Both rule extraction operators produce a detailed report specifying: 
o Rules and their confidences; if the confidence is I 00%, it's not shown. The examples that 
show a conlldcnce of I 00'% arc due to rounding, i.e., the actual confidence was something 
like 99.8%. 
o Pixel counts: the number of pixels with predictions f(Jr a given class. 
o Details: For each class pair x andy, the number of pixels predicting both x andy, and the 
confidence that x···>y and that y..c,x 
o Marginal & Equivs: The list of marginal equivalences and rules. These arc not considered 
real equivalences (where two classes arc deemed equivalent because both x-·>y and y->x 
have high confidence) or rules, because the confidence in them is relatively low, but the 
information is provided for purposes of ana lysis. 
o Summary: Reports the error scores, as defined in the previous section, broken down in 
terms of missed rules, wrong rules, and wrong levels. 
Figure 3 on page 29 provides an example of an extracted hierarchy summary. 
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Columns show level of 
label in hierarchy: 
Level 
I 
Level 
2 
Top 
level 
+-----·Rules (100%, unless 
I beach ·-> open.Sp 
I ··> natur 
Rule 
confidences 
I 
noted)-----+ +-·-Pixel counts--+ 
n-7> I 
9nl 
+---------------- --------------
beach 2920 
oce;m B9911 
I ice -> vwter 
··> natur Rules- One 
per line, 
grouped by 
antecedent 
I 
7ft% 1 
n ~;.~; I 
+------ .. --·--··-··---------· ------------i 
I river --> water 
I . > natur 
997, 1 
lOO'i; 1 
i.ce 
r:iver 
road 
par:k 
res:id 
indst 
water 
21961 
3008:1 
l305SJ 
18791 
213515'/ 
13202 
161819 
Pixels per 
<11<---- class 
--+ 
+· 
l.indst -> hui:l.l H4C,, I 
gnz, I I ·> manl1d open.Sp 53156 
buiJt 326385 
natu.r 2!30/393 
m<ml,ld 16B8Jir 
+--------
-·------·-----------------+ 
lvark · > openSp 
I -> natuo: 
·10% 1 
9H,I 
+--
open.Sp--> natur 91~~ 1 ; .. _______ - -------- ----t 
·t·--·- . ·-·t· 
I ocean --> water: 1ocn, 1 
1oo,,, 1 
+··---Marginal & Equivs. ·- · -+ 
I --> natur I 
-t-- !,Jan;-i na l (':qu i_va lence_.: I 
]road rnanl1d 99'1; 1 park open~~p 'fOCi; [ 
ocean ~-> water 55% I 
water <--> nat.ur S6'i; [ 
resJd <··> built GJt I 
+----------
wo.ter -> natur 9B'i; I 
lre>.:id ·-> bu.Ut '!'t\'> I 
99~:-, 1 
r·es-i.d 
built 
<-> rn<mi-"ld Go~;; 1 
I manJ.ld < ··> manl'ld 69'b I 
l--- I 
1 
,. 
bui.IL nwnHd L OLJ'!c 1 
--------1-
--- -- -·--- ----i 
Mo.rCJ.ina-1 
beach 
ice 
Jlldi1J!ld 
.. > road 
man!1d 
I 
1 o'~> 1 
L2 'I; I 
'"' I x y Nx&y x->y% y ·>x% indsr -> road 12~ I 
be<Jch & openSp 26'/~5 9·1 .61 :i.03 pad;_ man!.Jd 25':; [ 
be,;Jch & natur 283/. %.99 .0"1 openSp·-' mant,Jd /.4'(; I 
beach r~ mc.:ml'ld 300 10.2'J 0.06 road ··> nat.ur 'IH'Z; [ 
ice & road 2571 1J .·1·1 .9'7 road -> resi.d 38~ [ 
.ice & V!ilter 16313 "11. 111 10.10 ro;HJ ··> bu.iLt 33ii I 
.ice li.· nat:u:r: JB"l'JO H~:i.tl6 6.68 v;att-n nHnHd lS'i> [ 
icE~ & bui It ~586 2.6'/ 0.113 natur ··> nktnl'ld 3'7~; I 
ice I>· m;mJ,ld 5tl0B 24.62 .lS [ 
~~~~:: ~ ~~~~~ ~~m ~H~ ~~~ l~ . ~=:ry- :/---~::~• 
i.ndst: & nat-lJJ: 1.3tl.IJ. 3.n O.t1a 
i.ndst & re~::id :)so .2'1 o.-19 l>J.is>;ed l~u.IE":s: 
i_ndst: & bu.i'll: 36-10"/ B!J.2'l l"l.JS !:1.1 of lHJ -·> 0.013 I 
indst &- nkml,·lcl IJ2103 9/3.1'.;. 9.0!J I 
pack & openSp 369-1!') '75. rJ. 69.~:i0 \th·ong Hules: I 
park I< r_·oad 3031 6.21 2.32 !0.0 of 60] 0.00 •14o----
park &· naLur t\1jl9'l 90.5B 15./3 I 
park & resid 6~.i1 1. 31 0. 23 \1h:ong Levels: I 
park & manHd 12191 2-1.99 2.60 0 of J3] -> 0.00 ~ 
~1121 3''' 32 ' -- ' 
I) I I Figure 3: Rule discovcrv- Extracted hicra1·chy summary IXC s per c ass 0 
pmr 
Missed 
rules 
Wrong 
rules 
Wrong 
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3 C/asserScript Use Cases 
While the previous reference section describes the syntax of each command, this section provides 
examples of how a user might apply C!asserScript in a research context. 
3.1 Train & Test on Ground Truth, ClassifY Larger Unlabeled Set 
This section considers manual tuning of a classifier to optimize test set classification. In a real 
application one would then usc the classify operator to generate label predictions tor some 
larger data set 
3.1.1 Applying the Classifier 
This is the most straightforward application of ClasserScript: one or more parameters arc tuned by 
hand to optimize classification performance on a data set. Generally, one maintains separate 
training and test sets, or uses cross-validation to ensure that the test data have not been seen during 
training. In a real application, the optimized classifier is then applied to a larger, unlabeled data set 
to generate a set of labels. 
Frey & Slate's Letters data set is used to illustrate the idea (sec appendix A.2 for data set details). 
We load two data sets, one with 16,000 and one with 4,000 samples. We then define a dei~mlt 
ARTMAP classifier, using all features, train the classifier with the large data set, test on the small 
one, and print out a confusion matrix showing 80.2% of samples were assigned the correct label. 
data dl6k ·- load Letters\daLal6k. txt 
data d4k .. load Le:;t t.ers \data4 k txt 
classifier c -· Artmo.p dl6k 
c train dl6k 
c print: confus:Lonmatrix 
c test d4k 
-··--··--------------· Pn~dictcd 
fl. ll c I) E F c; I! ,j l( !. l•l ll 0 p 0 [{ s ']' u v w X y z 
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An analyst might start with a manual exploration of the parameter space, testing to sec tor 
example, what raising the vigilance parameter 75 docs for pcrJormance. By adding the line 
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the performance of the classifier can be raised from 80.2% to 84%. To continue this exploration, 
the analyst might try varying the undclying classifier model. By adding the following line: 
I c set model fuzzy 
the classifier performance is raised to 93.4%, as illustrated by the following confusion matrix: 
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While this approach can be fruitful for initial exploration, a more systematic exploration of 
parameter spaces is offered by C/asserScript's iteration capabilities. 
3.1.2 Val'iations of the Train/Test Argument 
A classiller's train and test operators accept three different argument types describing the data to 
be processed. 'fhe advantages of each arc described below: 
Data 
If possible, the easiest approach is to usc data objects directly. 'fhis is possible when the data arc 
already divided into train I test I validation sets, and training with the data in order is acceptable. 
View 
Defining data views offers several advantages over raw data objects: 
• Detailed customization of subset selection by using orderings Illes. For example: 
o The first I 00 samples, in reverse order. 
o Training set with just odd numbered samples, and test set with just even samples. 
o A particular random sampling of interest. 
• Automated permutation of samples. 
• The ability to usc voting to improve classillcation performance, which requires orderings, 
which arc available with view but not data objects. 
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Viewset 
Usc of a Viewset object offers the following: 
• Automated cross-validation of arbitrary complexity, with voting. 
• The ability to train I test a classifier with parts or all of several different data sets, while 
retaining the ability to control ordering o!Tered by views. For example, when working in 
remote sensing, we typically break an image into four strips (see Boston testbed, appendix 
A.3), and use the four in different combinations as training, validation and test sets. 
Viewsets let us do so while retaining the ability to easily generate permutations of the 
training data. 
3.1.3 Capping Classes 
To convey the benefit of capping classes, we require a more realistic example. The following 
scripts uses the Boston remote sensing testbed, described in appendix A.3. We begin by defining a 
utility script for defining the data, called BostonDataDefs .csd, which starts by loading four 
data sets, each representing the ground truth from a vertical strip of the image, and then creates a 
view for each strip representing a random permutation of the strip's samples: 
data d:l load Bof;t.on\dat.aStripe-1. txt 
dDta d2 load Bost.on\dali:tSt:ripe2.txl 
data d3 load Bost.on\dataStr'i.pe3.t.xt. 
data d4. load Boston\dutaStr:ipe!l .txt 
vie\~' vJ random dl 
v:ie\v v?. random d2 
vie\~' v3 random d3 
vie\V ylj random dtl. 
The next script starts by importing these definitions. Then, for training, a viewset is formed out 
of the views for strips 4 and 2. A classifier with default ARTMAP settings and using the full set 
of input features is then created. Finally, we train the classifier using the training viewset, and 
test it on the samples in view 3. Note the print statements before the train and test 
operations requesting a class histogram and confusion matrix: 
Import. Bo~olonDaLaDef:;. csd 
viewset. vTr = union v4 v2 
clc::u;:;_if.icr c '~ ilrUMP Cl:l 
c print cJassStats 
c tra:in v'l'r 
c print confusionMatrix cJ~ssSt~tf; 
c test v3 
------··-·-·----·---------_____j 
Running the script yields the following output, which can be read as follows: Jlrst arc two lines of 
dots; these arc the 'heartbeat' output showing the progress of training, 21 dots for the 21,353 
samples in strip 4, and 3 for the 3,170 in strip 2. Next is the class histogram generated by the 
print classStats request, showing that the sampling of classes in the training set is far from 
uniform. Next we see the two hem·beat dots corresponding to 2,807 samples in the test strip. 
Finally, we have the confusion matrix at left, and the class histogram for the test set at right. Note 
that the class histogram shows classes with no samples in the given data set, even though they may 
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exist elsewhere, e.g. indst in the test set. The confusion matrix omits classes with no samples in 
the test set. 
unlab. 0 
m.i ss 0 
beach 185 
ocean 20821 
ice 8'79 
river 11.68 
road 135 
park 305 
resid 1!92 
:indst 53 8 
'J'ot.a"l 
' 
21 :12 3 
unJab. 0 
Pr.·edicted rnis~_-; 0 
beach ocean :ice r .i.veJ: road p<lrk re:,;id beach 313 
A +·· ........ """+ ocean 'I 280 
c beilch :n 2 J.lJ I 99. 7'1,) i.ce 116 
t ocean '1118 162 12BO I 8"7 . 3%1 river 192 
u ice H"l 3 146 I 96 . 6'!-,) road 58 
u ci.ver 192 192 (100 ()~;) park 41.8 
I road 38 2 SB I 65 5~1.;) res:id 100 
park 20 390 4:18 I 93 . 3'1;) i.ndsl 0 
resi.d 5 ·1 "lO 2 2 ~;i tj()() I 56 3'1;) '.l'otal; 2H0'7 
·····-----+ 
31 2 111 B 112 359 239 391 22"/ 2807 86. I.~,} 
----
While the overall classification performance across all classes (86.1 '%)isn't bad, the results for 
road (65.5%) and resid (56.3%) show room for improvement. Noting that road has only 135 
samples to ocean's 20,821, we consider imposing a class cap so that the classifier is trained with an 
even distribution of class samples. 
If instead, we usc the following script to cap samples during training at 135 per class, then turn otT 
class capping for testing, allowing us to usc all the data: 
~··~·~··---~··-:--::-:---:-
Impor·t BostonDa taDe f o::. c<_;d 
\de1.11SeL v'l'r union v1 v2 
classlfi_er c Artmap d1 
ver.·bose ] 
c print cla>_;sstaty 
c set classCup 135 
c tr.·a_i_n v'l'r· 
c print confuslonMatrix class>!Lats 
c set classCap 0 
c te_-;t v3 
We then obtain the following output, with the first class histogram (for training) showing the 
effects of class capping: 
!•iodeJ: (Clas'3 cap: l3':il 
Trai.ned w1.th J.OBO entries 
unlilb. 0 
misf:> 0 
be<lch ]]~) 
ocean 135 
ice 135 
river 135 
road l3 ~) 
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~~-··· ·~·-··--~--~·-··--·-~--····~···-··~-····~~·--·----
park 13 5 
resid 135 
indst 13~'i 
Tota:l : 1080 
HodeJ.: (No cl<::ws C<:lp) 
'l'ested 280"1 entries 
A 
c beach 
t ocean 
u ice 
u river 
road 
park 
rec.>id 
beach ocedn 
+·-· 
313 
126'/ 
Pred:icted 
ice :r:iver road p;;lrk resid 
1_.12 
--------- ·······------------+ 
13 
1.92 
41 
20 
32 
398 
313 
1280 
11)6 
192 
2 58 
118 
36'/ 400 
(100 0%) 
I 99 oc(;) 
I 9'7 . 3'/;) 
(1 00 . 01; I 
I '10. l%) 
I 9S .2%) 
I 91 . 8%) 
+-------------------------
313 126'1 ltl3 206 97 390 369 2807 96. 
un:l.ab. 0 
m.i >:>s 0 
beach 3:13 
ocean 1280 
ice 146 
r_i ver 192 
road 58 
pa:rk 11:! H 
res.id 100 
indsL 0 
'l'ota:l 
' 
2B0'1 
Note also that class capping is active for training, but not for testing. More importantly, the 
following performance mctrics have dramatically improved: overall classii1cation has gone from 
86.1% to 96.9%, for road it's gone from 65.5% to 70.7%, and for resid il·om 56.3% to 91.8%. 
While similar improvements may not be obtained with every data set, this example demonstrates 
the advantages of capping classes during training. 
3.1.4 Confirming Robustness of Result: Random Sampling 
Recall that random selection occurs in two places in Classer: in selecting the order of samples 
when creating permutations for views or viewsets, and for selecting a winner when ARTMAP 
nodes arc tied. To ensure that a parlicu lar result is not an accident, i.e., to ensure the robustness of 
an experiment with respect to ordering or tic selection, one can usc the randomSeed statement 
(section 1.1) to change the random ordering used. 
The dcfau lt random seed is 1, so values other than 1 will generate other orderings. lf results using 
values 2, 3 ... arc qualitatively similar, then a result is robust with respect to random eflccts in 
Closser. To affect random choice without changing the order of sample selection, just place the 
randomSeed statement after view or viewset creation/permutation, and bd(Jrc any 
train/test classii1cr operators. 
3.2 Maximize Data Set Use: Cross-Validation 
As described in section 2.5.3.4, cross-validation lets us usc the entire data set both l"br training and 
for testing, without ever testing a classii1er on data that it has explicitly seen during testing. It docs 
so by creating N copies of the classifier, and testing each on liN of the data set, after training it on 
the remainer. The following script shows the simplest implementation, automatically breaking the 
whole 1000 sample CIS data set into i1vc pieces for cross-validation: 
verbose 2 
data d ~":loud ClS\dat.alk.txt 
cL;u;si f:.i er_· c "' Artmdp d 
c set cv on 
c tr<l in d 
c print. confusionHaL:r:ix 
c test d 
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Running this script yields the following output, with verbosity set at two producing output to 
clarify the cross-validation process: 
Loading di!t.0 set CLS\datalk.t.xt as ascii va:lues 
CJ.assifier c: Hodel - Artmap, input f:eat.ures aLl from d, 2 clas~>es, J voter 
Model: (Cross-validating) 
Doing cr.·oss-validated training for viev<Set derived f:rom CIS\dotvlk. txt 
Training with viev1 l, for test:ing view 0 
Training l.oJith view 2, for testing view 0 
'l'r:a:i.ning vJith view 3, for testing view 0 
'J'raining VJi th view 1, for. testing view 0 
Training \~•-i_ th vievJ 0, for t:esU_ng viev; 
'.l'raining with view 2' for tesL:ing v:i evJ 
Training with view 3' for testing v.i.evJ ] 
Training vJ:i. Lh vie\•1 4, for t.est.ing viev.• 1 
Training with v.i.ew 0, for testing v.i ew 2 
Training \•,lith view I for test.ing view 2 
'rruining VJ.i_ th vie\v 3' for testing view 2 
Training \Vi Lh view 4 for te~oting vi.ev; 2 
'J'raining w:i_th vie\v 0, for testing v:i evJ 3 
Tra.ining ltlith v:i.evJ l' for testing viev.J 3 
'l'ra:ining w.i th v.ievJ 2' for test.ing vj_ew 3 
'l'raining with view /l, for test.ing vie\v 3 
Tr.·o.ining \V:i. t;h view 0, for tee_: Ling viev; 1 
'.l'ra.ining VJi th view 1, for t:.e~:;Ung v:iew 1 
t.e»L i.ng view 1 
'1'roin:i.ng with vi.ev,• 3, for testing viev; IJ 
Trained (crosS·-V<11:i.dated) VJ:ith fl(}() X 5 enU:i('S 
'l'ru:i.ning VJi.Lh view 0 for 
"'' 
Doing cross-va:l idat·.ed te~_;t:i ng for- vievJSet derived from CTS\data:l k. Lxt 
Testing set 0 
'l'e<c~t..i ng set J 
TesL:i ng ~>et: 2 
Testing set 3 
'l'esting set iJ 
Tested 1000 entries 
,, 
c 
t 
u 
a 
Pred:i ct:ed 
Out In 
+----. ··--+ 
Out 14'7'/ 161 
In I 31 IJ'/3 I 
+·· - ------+ 
IJ93 
::.o'l 
5'1 :1 IJB9 ]()()() 
96. 8'6) 
93.3%) 
Note that the whole data set was used for testing, and that five classifier copies were used, each 
trained with 800 samples ( 4/5ths of the data), Also, by allowing us to train each classifier copy 
with a larger fraction of the data, this method confers a slight advantage over the simpler approach 
of training with half the data and testing on the other half: as seen in the following script (where 
ordl.txt and ord2.txt arc ordering files describing the first and second halves of the data): 
data dlOOO load CTS\dd til1 k. txl 
vie\v v:l = ~.lllb~>et. dlOOO CTS\ordJ. txt 
v:i 0':\\1 v2 subset: dlOOO ClS\o-rd2.Lxt 
cJ.as~;:i.fier c 
c train v2 
llrtmap dJOOO 
c prjnt confusionMaLrix 
c \:.est v] 
In this case, the confusion matrix shows: 
Pr.edict.ed 
Out l:n 
1' " ..... ···- ---+ 
c Out 1223 l~) I 23B 93 '/!/;) 
t l.n I 32 2301 262 H7 . 8'),) 
u -1----- --···I· 
a 255 215 :iOO 90 . 6'i:;) 
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As we remove cross-validation, note that overall performance has decreased from 95.0% to 90.6%. 
A final example with the Boston testbed shows a different approach to cross-validation: instead of 
letting C!asser automatically divide a data set into live identical pieces, we can perform cross-
validation between the four image strips. Consider the following script: 
Import BostonDataDefs.csd 
v.Le,·mel vs union v1 v2 v3 v1 
classifier c "'· lixtmap d:l 
c set cv on 
verbose 2 
c print tJ:·aint:i.me classstats 
c train vs 
c print testt..i.me confus:i onJtlatri.x cla~_;,_;;-_;tats 
c test vs 
Which yields the following output: 
Doing crN;,_:;-vul:id<J.t.ed U:d:i.n.ing for viewSet vs 
'1'1:u:ining with v_i_ew ] , f:or te;-_;t:ing viev; 0 
'l'ra.ining with view 2, for tesUng vievJ 0 
Training \oJ:i. t h v:i_ei:J 3. for· t:e:c:t;ing v:iew () 
'l'rain:i ng \lliLh v.i.evJ 0, fo:r l est:ing v.iew 
Training \Vilh v:i.ev1 2, for test:ing v:i l'::\'1 
Training w.i th v.Lew 3, Lor. te:_;Ung vievJ 
'l'ru_ini.nq vii th vi.evJ ll, for te~;t:i.ng view 2 
'J'ra_i ni nq \\1it:h v:i ew 1' for L:esL:i ng v.i.ev1 2 
Tra .i.rLi ng \\ri_Lh viev1 3 for test· ·ing vi <0VI 
' 
Tra:ining \JJ_i Lh v ie\•1 0, for t.e,;t· tng vi (:!\t! 3 
Tr.'a.i.ninq w:i th v Lew l foY te~;t__ing v-i '21!1 3 
'J'Ya i.ning \\t_i Lh v:iev1 2, for tm;LinQ \1-LevJ 3 
Trai.11ed (cro!!!!-vaLi.daLe<i) wi.Lh 21"/52 x 1 enLries 
Tr·odn {sec~;}: 2.50 
un]ab. 0 
m:i ss 0 
beach H91J 
ocean 66303 
ice 3S07 
river ~)'JS7 
road 801 
pa:rk 2'/:L~) 
res :i.d 3 93 3 
indst 2t196 
'l'oUd: 8"1009 
Doing c-ro1_;s--vaJ..i.dated t:e;_;U_ng f(W viev1Set: vs 
'l'esL.i.ng set 0 
Testing 1:;ct 
'l'est:i.ng set 2 
Testing set 3 
'l'ested 29003 enlr i ec:; 
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c 
l 
u 
a 
I 
'l'est. (sees): l.28 
beach 
beach I 162 
ocean I 
i.ce I 1 
r:i verI 
road! 
park I 4 
:re~>id I 
.i.ndst: I 26 
196 
ocean .ice 
21375 
1035 
8'1 
2 
21.162 1.038 
Predicted 
river road park :res:i.d indst 
---------------------·-------- ·---+ 
·1 fl32 
1.29 
20:) 
2 
6 118 
41.6 
3 
21 
89/.l 
1157 
351 
I 
ll 
I 
391 
I 
I 
3901 
·----------------------+ 
198 
2210:1 
1169 
1919 
268 
90S 
1.31:1 
832 
2 561 900 899 11.82 16S 29003 
92.8%) 
96. 79,) 
BB. 5~; l 
9!:i. 5%) 
"16. :)% ) 
99.2%) 
88.3%} 
16. 9~';) 
unlab. 0 
beach 
ocean 
l.ce 
river 
road 
park 
res.i.d 
indst: 
0 
198 
22101 
1169 
]919 
268 
90:) 
lJ]] 
832 
'.l'otaJ: 29003 
The performance of94.3% does not reflect any bias in the choice of training or test strips, as it 
uses all of them for both purposes. This can be an important factor, as seen in the following 
comparison. Next, we usc the same data set, but train with strips I and 2, and test on strips 3 and 4: 
lmpon· Bo~>t.:onDill<iDefs.csd 
v:i e\1/set vsJ un:i.on vl v2 
v.i.e\1/Set vs2 ~c union v3 v1 
class.i.fier c "' /\rtmap d1 
c train vs:l 
c print confu~:;·ionNatr-ix 
c t:ef>t vs2 
Which yields: 
A 
c beach 
t ocean 
u i.ce 
a r.i vo-;r.· 
J."O<:td 
park 
re».i.d 
i.nc'bl 
beach ocean 
!llO 
20"llll 
+· 
.ice r:i ver 
t12 9 
"116 
ggg 
). 
2 
road 
l3 
21 
2 
pilrk res.i.d :i.ndsl 
529 
')6 
11 
3 
636 
---+ 
7 131 ( 9'J.H;) 
?.1199 ( 9'/.7%) 
llr6 ("100.0?;) 
!03"7 ( 9~.).3'?;) 
22 62 ( 38. 1%) 
J 535 ( 98.9%) 
613 ( 9H.9'(;) 
gg 10"/ ( 9:1 .6~!:.) 
115 20"763 L1B 1.11.9 1H S30 '/09 121l 21160 9"/.5%} -··----_:_:_:__:~c:.____::_:c:___::.c= _ _..c --·--""·---"-----""-'-_::..:.~.----·-----' 
Which seems like an improvement, until one considers that the choice of training and test sets can 
be biased. If we try the reverse, i.e., train with strips 3 and 4 and test on I and 2, we get: 
A 
c beach 
t ocevn 
u .ice 
a ci.ver 
road 
par.·k 
res:id 
.i.ndst. 
beach ocevn 
+--
683 
Lee r.iver 
79] 
13132 
1 2 
road 
232 
192 
2'/6 
S26 
park res.id .indst 
··-·---1 
':i 
:no 
392 
18"/ 
.. "·~ .. ·I· 
6'1 
902 
1 023 
91 . 0'!,) 
"/5 . /~;} 
'/'l . 3\~) 
882 ( 100. O'l>} 
206 ( 93.nl 
3'70 (lOO.OZi) 
6613 ( 58."1%) 
"l2S ( 2~).8~) 
'13 . S'i,) :.::_:.._ __ __] 
Demonstrating that indeed, the choice of strips for training and testing can bias the assessment of 
performance. Cross-validation mitigates this problem by using all views for training and testing. 
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3.3 Iteration: Exploring Feature and Parameter Spaces 
This section introduces the role of iteration in exploring how changes in input features or classifier 
parameters can affect performance and other classifier metrics. 
3.3.1 Feature Space Exploration 
Changing the set of input features made available to the classifier can profoundly affect 
performance, training time, and the efficiency of storage. Generally speaking, the more dimensions 
of data avai lab le, the simpler the classifier's job, as more information is avai lable for the classifier 
to distinguish between class exemplars. The following script illustrates this point. Us ing the Letters 
data set, it defines eight DirnLists with size ranging from two to sixteen dimensions. 
data d16k = load Letters\datal6k . txt 
data d4k = load Letters\data4k . txt 
dim list dims16 = list [ x-box y-box width high onpix x-bar y-bar x2bar y2bar xybar 
xy2br x-ege xegvy y-ege yegvx l 
dim list dims14 = list [ x-box y-box width 
xy2br x-ege xegvy l 
dim list dims12 = list [ x-box y-box width 
xy2br l 
dim list dimslO list [ x-box y-box width 
dim list dims8 list [ x-box y-box width 
dim list dims6 list [ x-box y-box width 
dim list dims4 list [ x-box y-box width 
dim list dims2 list [ x-box y-box l 
classifier c = Artmap d4k 
c set model fuzzy 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
onpix x-bar y-bar x2bar y2bar 
onpix x-bar y-bar x2bar y2bar 
onpix x-bar y-bar x2bar y2bar 
onpix x-bar y-bar x2bar l 
onpix x-bar l 
l 
c print percentcorrect traintime testtime f2nodes 
foreach dimlist [ dims16 dims14 dims12 dimslO dims8 dims6 dims4 dims2 J 
c train d16k 
c test d4k 
end 
xybar 
xybar 
xybar 
x2ybr 
x2ybr 
x2ybr 
Echoing the outputs to a fil e and plotting them using MATLAB reveals the following trends: 
Train time (sees ) Test time (sees) % correct F2 nodes 
2500 10 100 
A 
2000 8 80 
1500 60 
1000 40 
500 v 20 
0 0 0 0 
5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10 15 
# dims # dims # dims # dims 
Figure 4: Increasing the number of features used for c1assification 
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The most important trend in Figure 4 is in the third plot, ' % correct' , showing c lassification 
performance going up dramatically as more input features are available. 
The different trend in the other three plots reveals how an obscure aspect of the data representation 
can affect results: the Frey & Slate Letters features are stored in on ly four bits, i.e., their values 
range from 1 to 16. So, with just two dimensions, there are at most 162 x 26 = 6,656 combinations 
of letter c lasses and two four bit features. Further analysis revealed that only 1, 710 of the 16,000 
training samples were un ique when only the label and first two dimensions are considered. 
Accordingly, the ARTMAP classifier forms roughly that number of categories ( ' F2 nodes ' ) , a 
trend which continues with four and six dimensions, and is only reversed starting at e ight, when 
the amount of information available starts to simplify the task of the classifier, and the efficiency 
of the representation increases. The paralle l trend in the training and test time plots is a d irect 
reflection of the number of ARTM AP categories required fo r each DimList setting. 
3.3.2 Parameter Space Explorations 
3.3.2.1 Varying the ARTMAP Model 
Using the loop syntax 'foreach model [ fuzzy defaul t ic dis trib ] ', the 
fo llowing performance metrics were derived for the four varieties of ARTMAP model 
implemented by Classer, for each of the three data sets described in appendix A: 
Circle- in-the-square data set (five-fold cross-validated results): 
Sim model Train Test Percent 
time time Correct 
0 fuzzy 0 . 02 0 . 00 95 . 0 
1 default 0 . 02 0 . 00 95 . 0 
2 ic 0 . 02 0.00 91 . 9 
3 distrib 0 . 03 0 . 02 90 . 7 
Frey and Slate Letters 16,000 sample data set (five-fo ld cross-validated results) : 
Sim model Train Test Percent 
time time Correct 
0 fuzzy 23 . 91 5.67 83.0 
1 default 23 . 89 11.13 81 . 1 
2 ic 23 . 91 11.14 62 . 4 
3 distrib 83 . 44 11.30 79 . 8 
Boston testbed (cross-validation between four strips): 
Sim model Train Test Percent 
time time Correct 
0 fuzzy 2 . 47 0 . 83 96 . 7 
1 default 2.48 1 . 30 94 . 3 
2 ic 2 . 47 1.28 83.7 
3 distrib 7 . 52 1 . 20 83.4 
The ' Percent correct' results can be visualized as shown 
in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: Performance of ARTMAP 
models for three data sets 
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3.3.2.2 Varying ARTMAP Parameters 
Exploring parameter spaces can be an important part of optimizing a model. As an example, we 
look at varying ARTMAP's vigilance parameter RhoBar. The fo llowing script iterates the 
parameter over 100 values, printing train and test time, and percent correct: 
data d = load CIS\datal k. txt 
classi f ier c = Artmap d 
c set cv on 
c print trainTime testTime percentCorrect 
foreach r hobar ( 0 0 . 01 0 . 02 0 . 03 _ 0 . 99 1 
c train d 
c test d 
end 
These three metrics were graphed in MATLAB, yielding Figure 6: 
Train time (sees) Test time (sees) % correct 
7 .---~--~--~----~--. 0.25.----~--~--~----~--. 
6 
0.2 
5 95 
4 0.15 
90 
3 0.1 
2 
0~----------~~J~ 
0 ~2 ~4 ~6 ~8 
Rhobar 
~2 ~4 ~6 ~8 
Rhobar 
Figure 6: Increasing ARTMAP vigilance 
~2 ~4 ~6 ~8 
Rhobar 
Besides showing the cost in time of increasing vigilance from 0 to 1, this figure shows a general 
performance improvement with increased vigilance, though the relationship is nonmonotonic. 
3.3.2.3 Two-Dimensionallteration 
Exploring a larger parameter space can be expedited by resorting to two-dimensional iteration. The 
follow ing example applies this approach to the Letters data set, varying both the ARTMAP model 
and vigilance at the same time: 
data d16k = load testData\Letters\data16k.txt 
data d4k = load testData\Letters\data4k . txt 
classifier c = Artmap d16k 
c print trainTime testTime percentCorrect 
foreach2D RhoBar ( 0 . 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 J model ( fuzzy default ic distrib 1 
c train d16k 
c test d4k 
end 
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Yielding the following output, which collates the print requests into one table apiece, simplifying 
comparison of results for the entire two-dimensional parameter space: 
li 
h 
0 0.0 
B 0.3 
d 0.6 
r 
h 
0 0.0 
B 0. 3 
a 0. 6 
r 
h 
0 0. 0 
13 0.3 
a 0.6 
r 
h 
0 0.0 
I~ 0 . 3 
a 0.6 
r 
fuzzy 
6. 3 6 
6. 3 6 
6.88 
default 
6.34 
6.38 
6. 83 
fu;;.;;-,y default 
1.~0 2.9"/ 
.SO 2.98 
.59 3.14 
fU7.7.Y 
83.1 
83.4 
83.'7 
fuz?.y 
636 
636 
6'11 
default: 
80.2 
80.2 
83 ,It 
default 
636 
636 
Gn 
3.4 Graphical Outputs 
model 
ic 
6.39 
6.39 
6.BB 
model 
ic 
2.98 
2.98 
3.16 
mode] 
distr:i b 
2J . 69 
23.4 J 
23.30 
dist:r.i.b 
3.02 
3 .'12 
3.11 
i.e d:i.str-:l.b 
62.3 83.~) 
62.3 62.3 
"12.3 "/2.3 
mode:! 
:ic distr:ib 
636 61J2 
636 636 
6'71 6"/J 
'J.'rain (sees) 
Te>:;t (sees) 
!/, correct 
f:2Nodes 
Though the last few figures were generated by processing C/asser outputs through MATLAB, 
Closser can generate two types of graphical outputs: a confusion matrix and a prediction plot. 
3.4.1 Graphical Confusion Matrix 
When they arc large enough, confusion matrices can be difficult to interpret, as shown in the 
f(Jllowing example, which applies the ARTMAP lC model to the Letters data set (the worst 
performing result seen in Figure 5) 
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Using the cmatPgm output request, this confusion matrix can be inspected visually as follows: 
!'::'t 
I·· 
a b c d e. f,gihii,j k 1 m n 0 p q r s ... t u y. w X y z 
I 
A 
.N .. ····••·· c t 
u 
... ~'' a J. '''. 
!:i\ 
' :e d 
Figure 7: Visual confusion matrix 
The figure lets one focus on where there arc real performance challenges, without being distracted 
by all the small numbers in the text version, which don't rclect major issues with classification. 
3.4.2 Graphical Prediction Plot 
Our final example uses the same Letters data set to show the possibilities of visualization with a 
prediction plot 'l'hc following script is used: 
. ' .... ~·····- - -- --·- ---- -------~----·-~-~----
data d"' load Let:ter-s\data1.6k.l.xt 
di.mJ.ist widLh_high = Jist [ width high 
clas~;:_i_f:ier c '~ l\1"tmap '.\•idt.h __ high 
c ouLpuL p1:edPgm lettersPred.ppm 
c train d 
v 
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The output predPgm yields the result in Figure 8. The legend shown above the figure is generated 
by the last command in the script; it shows the colors associated with each class (the legend labels 
were added manually). 
IIIIIIIDDD II Dl 1110111111 
a b c d e f g h i j k 1 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
Figure 8: Prediction plot - Letters data, width x height 
This figure shows a prediction for every point in the space spanned by the dimensions width and 
height, by letter. In other words, thin letters are at left, wide ones at right, and short letters at the 
bottom, and tall letters at the top. For example, the color white at lower left corresponds to ' i', 
and the cyan at lower right corresponds to 'm'). 
3.4.3 Working with Image Objects 
Image objects are data sets with associated image dimensions (i.e. , height and width). Typically, 
they are associated with remotely sensed imagery. 
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3.4.3.1 Data visualization 
The fo llowing script loads the Boston testbed image described in Append ix A.3, and then 
generates a portable pixel map (".ppm") image, shown in Figure 9. The three feature d imensions 
d33, d34 and d35 have been assigned as the red, green, and blue layers in the image. 
image bosimg = load allData. bin binary float 360 600 [ dl ... d41 ] [ unlab . miss 
beach ocean ice river road park resid i ndst l 
bosimg show d33 d34 d35 bosimg .ppm 
Figure 9: Data visualization 
3.4.3.2 Thematic map generation 
The fo llowing script generates a thematic map based on the Boston testbed, as shown in Figure 10. 
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image bosimg = load Boston\allData.bin binary float 360 600 [ dl ... d41 J [ 
unlab. miss beach ocean ice river road park resid indst ] 
# Load ground truth for the four image strips gt_l, gt_2, gt_ 3, gt_ 4 
import dataDefs_bin . csd 
View vl = random gt_ 1 
View v2 random gt_ 2 
View v3 = random gt_ 3 
Vi ew v4 = random gt_ 4 
ViewSet vs = union vl v2 v3 v4 
Classifier c = Artmap dimsDef 
c set model distrib classcap 268 
c print classStats f2nodes 
c train vs 
c classify bosimg r\thematic.ppm 
Figure 10: Thematic map 
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4 Disclaimer 
While they have been tested and used in-house for a year, no claim is made that Classer, 
C!asserScript, or the encapsulated ARTMAP classifier implementations arc correct or bug-free. 
They arc used and provided solely for research and educational purposes. No liability, financial or 
otherwise is assumed regarding any application of C/asserScript. 
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Appendix A: Data Set Descriptions 
Three data sets of varying complexity are used to illustrate the examples in this document. This 
appendix describes these data sets in further detail. 
A.l Circle-in-the-Square (CIS) 
This is a simple data set with just two classes and two 
dimensions, describing whether or not points fall within a 
circle set within a square. 
Data Details: 
• 2 dimensions, x and y, 
• 2 classes, Out and In. 
• 1 000 samples 
All points fall within the unit square; a centered circle 
with area exact I y half that of the square partitions the two 
classes. When samples are drawn at random from the 
square, on average half are in the circle, and half are 
outside. 
Figure 11: Circle-in-the-square: 
1000 point data set 
Data obeying these rules can be generated at will ; simulations described in this document use the 
thousand point data set shown in Figure 11 . 
A.2 Frey & Slate Letter Data Set 
This data set describes statistical attributes of 20,000 digitized pictures of letters, and was used to 
study machine learning using Holland-style adaptive classifiers (Frey & Slate, 1991). Our copy was 
obtained from the UCI repository (http ://www. ics .uci . edu/~mlearn/MLReposi tory.html) . 
Data Detai Is : 
• 16 dimensions (listed below). 
• 26 classes representing letters of the alphabet (A-Z). 
• 20,000 samples, divided into a 16,000 sample training set and 4,000 sample test set. 
x - box - horizontal position of box 
y-box - vertical posit i on of box 
width - wi dth of box 
high - height of box 
onpix - total # on pixels 
x - bar - mean x of on pixel s in box 
y-b ar - mean y of on pixel s in box 
x2b ar - mean x vari a nce 
y2bar - mean y vari ance 
xyb ar - mean x y correlati on 
x2ybr - mean of x * x * y 
xy2b r - mean of x * y * y 
x-ege - mean edge count l e f t to right 
xegvy - correl ation of x-ege with y 
y - ege - mean edge coun t bot tom to top 
y egvx - correl ation of y-ege with x 
Frey & Slate Letter data: 
List of input features 
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A 20,000 point data set is broken into two pieces: one with 16,000 points, and one w ith 4,000 points. 
Each data point is derived from a pixellated image of a letter. As stated in the description 
accompanying the data set: " The objective is to identify each of a large number of black-and-white 
rectangular pixel displays as one of the 26 capital letters in the English alphabet. The character images were 
based on 20 different fonts and each letter within these 20 fonts was randomly distorted to produce a file of 
20,000 unique stimuli. Each stimulus was converted into 16 primitive numerical attributes (statistical 
moments and edge counts) which were then scaled to fit into a range of integer values from 0 through 15. 
We typically train on the first 16000 items and then use the resulting model to predict the letter category for 
the remaining 4000." 
A.3 Boston Remote Sensing Testbed 
Figure 12: Boston Testbed- Image strips (left), ground truth (right) 
The Boston remote sensing testbed describes of a remotely sensed area (data from a Landsat 7 
Thematic Mapper satellite), 360 pixels w ide by 600 pixels in height, or 5.4 km x 9 km in area. 
Data Details: 
• 4 I dimensions (more detai ls below) 
• 8 classes (Beach, Ocean, Ice, River, Road, Park, Residential, Industrial). 
• 2 16,000 samples total, ofwhich 29003 are labeled 
41 layers of data are availab le for each pixel (lower resolution bands were upsampled to 15m): 
• 6 Thematic Mapper (TM) bands at 30m resolution. 
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• Two thermal bands at 60m resolution, 
• One panchromatic band with ISm resolution 
• 32 derived bands representing local contrast, color and texture. 
Of the 216,000 points in the image, 29,003 have been assigned one of the eight labels (i.e., represent 
the ground truth information). As shown in Figure 12, the image is divided into four vertical strips. 
The distribution of ground truth from strip to strip is f~lr fl·om uniform, as shown in Table I. 
Table 1: Boston Data- Ground truth class Distributions 
---···----··-·--,-··· 
Strip 1 Strip 2 Strip 3 Strip 4 Totals 
Beach 0 67 313 118 498 
Ocean 0 902 1280 19919 22101 
----~~-----~-~-------· --------------·-- ---- - --- -- ----- -----
Ice 144 879 146 0 1169 
·----·--- ---·--
River 559 323 192 845 1919 
------~--- -·--·------··---------
______________ , ____ 
--------------- ····-·-· ···- .. ·····-- ···--·-·-·--· 
Road 75 131 58 4 268 
117 
f------
Park 182 188 418 905 
Residential 419 249 400 243 1311 
--~ ------··--···-·-···- --···-··-···--·· ·-·····-··--------- -·-·-------·-
Industrial 294 431 0 107 832 
Totals 1673 3170 2807 21353 29003 
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Appendix B: ClasserScript Reference 
This appendix provides a reference to C!asserScript's syntax. For more detail, see Section 2. 
B.J Miscellaneous 
# commented line indicated by initial '~I' 
version (prints the version oi'thc Classcr executable) 
timestamp 
randomSeed <int seed> 
import <f.._csd> 
verbose <int level> 
echo [ <int level ;;:; 0>] message ... 
system ... shell command ,, 
classNames [ cl c2 c3 c4 ... eN ] 
deleteCols idxl idx2 ... idxN <predsFname> <outputFnarne> 
savePalette <outputFname> 
loadPalette <:i.nputl?name> 
outputLegend [VIHJ <outputF'name.ppm>' 
B.2 Defining the data 
At minimum, a data object is required; for more control, define view, viewset, or Image objects. 
data <name> = load <t_data> 
data <name> ;;:; load <Cfibin> binary [floatidouble] <int entriE~S> f dl d2 d3 ] [ cl c2 
data <name> ::::: define <int entries> r dl d2 d3 ] r cl c2 ] 
loadvalues <f__a:n~ay> [binary (float I double)] 
loadlabels <f label> [binary (int I short ) ] 
save <f... __ data>, or 
save < t __ dbin> binary 
normalize 
multiplyLabels <fName> 
list 
plot [ dl d2 ] 
hist (histogram of data by class) 
view <name> whole <data> (in order) 
view <name> random <data> (rnndom order) 
view <name:::> "" subset <data> <f _)_nts orderinql> 
shuffle <int numOrderings> 
plot 
list 
hist [ int orderinqidx "" 0] 
viewset <name> -· union <view:L> ... <vi.ewN> 
<f ints orderi.ngN> 
viewset <name> - split <data> <int numl?i.eces> [<int numOrder:i.ngs>] 
list 
image <name> :::: define <int width> <int height> [dl d2 d3] [cl c2] 
image <name>'"" load <f__dbin> binary lfloatidouble] <int w> <int h> [dl d2 d3] [cl c2] 
split [VI H] <int numSt:cips> <baseFname> 
flip 
show dl d2 d3 <outputFname.ppm> 
dimList <name> list <list d.irnNames> 
dimList <name> - alldims <data> 
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B.3 Defining and applying the classifier and model 
classifier <name> "" <classifier'rype> (<data> J <dimList>) [ <int numVoters>] 
set <propertyl> <valuel> ... <propertyN> <valueN> 
train (<data> J <view> I <v.iewset>) [ <int epochs ;;::; 1>] 
test (<data>j<view>j<v:i.ewset>) 
( ~} train I test: I fin CV mode, <view> is not allowed; <data> arc broken into 5 pieces.) 
classify [<view> I <image> <outputFname.ppm>] 
save <f __ wgt> 
load <f_wgt> [ <int.> J (~> if in CV mode, #of partitions may be specified, dcHmlting to 5) 
print request 
output request <f> 
inspect <int level> <int sampleindex> 
Foreach param.s: Output requests Artmap Print requests 
dimList predClass <f 
-
ints> properties General: 
numVoters predVector <f _array> model train'rime 
trainEpochs labels <f 
-
label> rho Bar test Time 
or labelVector <f __ array> rhoBarTE-:s t class.ify'I'ime 
Artmap property cmatPgm <f __ pgm> alpha percentCorrect 
predPgm <f "" __ ppm> beta 1tmHequired 
Classifier properties yjs <f ___ array> eps confus:i.onMatrix 
cv [ on I of'!' J p classStats 
classCap <int> 
labelChoice [ a11Min I allMax I rand I any 
----~-· 
B.4 Iteratum foreach loops ~ 
foreach <str paramName> <list values> 
end 
plot2D 
Artmap: 
F2nodes 1 
foreach2d <str paramNamel> <l:i.st valuesl> <str paramName2> <l:i.st values2> 
end 
B.5 Rule discovery commands 
filter [topNithresholdlperPixellrandom] [lllllfiho] <farrayin> <f label_out.> 
dFilter f. topN I threshold I perPilr.ell random] [ U.l li-Li.le] <f. _array __ in> <f .... ar:r.·av .... out:> 
aprioriFilter <f.. __ floats> <t. ... arrav.~).n> <f~).abe] .~ .. out> 
bias < f ..... f loa ts> < f ... _array ____ in> < f_'"_arrav. ... out> 
extractRules <f ... ..label> <f .. ~expectedH.ules> 
d.ExtractRules <f ..... array> <f ..... (';oxpect.edH.ule;:;> 
B. 6 Definitions ~Syntax and .file types 
Type <Name> ::.:; ... - creates an object oCtype Type I re/Crrcd to as <Narne> 
method - a method or flmction applied to an object. Called as '<Name> method' 
memory 
(a I b I c) - a choice) [token] - token is optional,< :i..n t a> - integer, < s tr b> - string I <1 is t c> list 
of strings, in square brnckets) <classifierType> - model to usc (currently only 'Artmap' is available) 
<f csd> 
<f..._data> 
<f ... db:i.n> 
<f . __ array> 
<f _j_nts> 
<f floats> 
<f_wgt> 
<f label> 
<f~_pgm> 
<f.. __ ppm> 
- ClasserScript file 
data fl!e (text fbrmat), starting with a descriptive header 
- data file (binary format), nnv llmnat (no header) 
data fllc (text or binaryL no header, just a matrix of floating point values 
- a list of integers, one per line 
- a list of 1loating point numbers, one per !inc 
- Weight-llle (classifier-dependent contents and naming convention) 
- Labels fllc one line per sample, and one or n1ore label indices per line 
Portable gray map (binary image J()J'mat) 
- Portable pixel map (binary image lhrmat) 
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